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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Direct, purposeful experiences represent reality itself. Dr. 
Edgar Dale, Professor of Education and Head of the Curriculum Division, 
Bureau of Educational Research, Ohio State University declares: 
It (direct, purooseful experience) is the rich full-bodied 
experience that is the hed rock of all education.  It is the 
puroosefjl experience that is seen, handled, touched, felt, 
smelled.  It is the unabridged version of life itself—tangible 
experience, which we commonly refer to as 'something we can get 
your fingers on», 'something you can sink your teeth into', etc. 
 It i8 learning by direct participation with responsibility 
for the outcome.1 
The nature trail offers direct participation for every child and 
is reality itself.  No one in this type experience can escape the 
"wonders of nature." 
Science activities should begin as soon as the child enters 
school, even in the pre-school and kindergarten period.2  The natural 
curiosity of the child makes the nature trail activity a most useful 
instrument in the teaching of elementnry science.  A youngster knows 
few fears and superstitions.  This "eager beaver" will explore a snake 
in the samp manner as a cricket.  The world is his and there is so much 
to see—.so many questions to ask.  The nature trail experience provides 
a thrill for every child.  Often it is the first time he can let the 
rich loam run through his fingers; enjoy the good smell of the forest 
1. Dale, Edgar.  Audio~71sual Methods in Teaching.  New York 
The Dryden Press, 1<?1*6.  p. 38. 
2. The National Society for the Study of Education, The forty- 
Sixth Yearbook, Chicago: The Chicago University Press, 1Q46. p. St. 
and eartfi;  feel   (AM leewei   t, ' bftrit of trees] 'ftf.  MM her" P and   '<j'tJi 
'rear  UH  songs of birds,  chirps of crickets,  chattering of squirrels and 
the tattle-tale 'brook;   tee the lowly mosses,  ferns and lichens  in 
their role of interdependence- on the great oak,   the  squirrelB'  nest, 
a flash of red the cardinal and  the forest with its naze of flora 
and fauna so great the eyes cannot see. This multi-sensory experience 
will cause the child to bora an appreciation for the leautiee of nature 
and a deep rererenoe for the Master Designer of our natural world. 
Significance of the Problem 
The philosr.hy  of teaching science   in  the elementary  school   is 
set forth  in Science For The Elementary School.   issued by the State 
I p^rii.ten-lent  of Public Instruction,  Raleigh,  North Carolina at: 
An acceptable  educational procedure is  to  start  with  the child's 
growth where he  is.       The  first  source of nil Content  should be 
found  in the  realm of his daily  life  e periences.       But  once 
this experience is found there  should be some progressive develop- 
ment,   some connection in this with his past and applications of 
his present and future.       Orgar.i'/atien of hip  experiencing content 
in relation  to his daily needs,   in   information or   In proof experi- 
ments,   is a form of prevision for organized steps  in learning.* 
Through  the  guidance of a  skillful  teacher proper scientific 
attitudes may be initiated at  this  early  ste-ge.*1      Superstition will be 
eliminated witl  the understanding of the cause and  effect  relationship 
ir. nature.    The habit of accurate observation and  recording of data 
3. Wetteringtcn. Julia. Science For The Elementary School. 
Baleigh, North Carolina: Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1^-1. 
p.  6. 
4. MscCracken,   Helen B.   and Armstrong,   Lois   G.        How and  Why 
Science  Series,  A Teachers Manual and  Science Handbook.       Spencr,   New 
7ork: L.  '■'.  Singer Company,  10^7. p.  k. 
will prevent snap judgments.  Evaluation of on«% ohservation and data 
with a willingness to change view joints in the face of new evidence 
will he a deairahle attitude.  Our "Tom Sawyer" will ohserve his natural 
world and will record the "survival of fittest" scheme of nature. The 
nature trail will ever he a world of answers and new orohlems for the 
young scientist. 
Statement of the Problem 
The title of this study is Nature Trails for Elementary Children. 
The orderly development of the study requires adequate answers to the 
following questions: 
1. What are the criteria for eetahlishing nature trails for 
elementary childrenT 
2. What are the steps for adequate preparation of teachers and 
students for nature troll work? 
3. What are the necessary techniques to he used in guiding the 
trip? 
U.  What are some possible outgrowths of the nature trail experi- 
ence? 
The study is restricted to the elementary school-—first through 
sixth grades.  The flora and fauna of Quilford County, North Carolina, 
will he the center of interest with enrohasip on the   thrM reasons — fell, 
winter, and spring. 
CHAPTFR II 
CRITERIA TOP A NATURE TRAIT, TOR 
ELEMENTARY CHILDREN 
Nature trail* are living textbooks of natural history which 
appeal to all age groups.  Various tyoes of trails have sprung up in 
many camps and parks. 
The nature trail should run through cleared spaces, wooded 
areas, swamps, and marshes.  Streams or lakes should he present. 
The trail should not he over one mile in length snd should end near 
its beginning without the walker having to retrace his steps.1  However, 
ideal conditions Are rarely found and standards must he edaoted to a 
local situation containing the typical flora and fauna of a certain area. 
The general rules for establishing a nature trail for parks and 
camps are as follows: 
1. Keep the trail narrow.  Paths should be wide enough to 
permit a group to walk single file.  Wider oaths tend to 
make a road. 
2. Keep it natural.  Don't collect or destroy anything on the 
trail. 
3. Keep it. woodsy.  Office labels and baggage tags don't belong 
in nature. 
^. Keep it simple. Don't attempt to say too much about too 
1. Price, Petty.  Adventures in Nature.  New York: National 
Recreation Association, 1939. p. 17. 
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many subject B.  (Jive facts - whimsey will he ml minder stood; 
Present some of the facts in a humorous view. 
5. Keep It protected.  Make it a sanrole of good conservation. 
6. Keep it growing.  Add to it and change it with the seasons. 
Inasmuch a? the nature trails will he used hy elementary child- 
ren as a laboratory of natural sciences, an addition to the rules for 
establishing nature trails was necessary for a school project.  '"lemen- 
tary teachers will not he as well prepared for this tyoe v;ork as an 
erperienced nature11st in charge of the trails at camps and narks. The 
additional care of children will also take the attention of the teachers. 
Therefore, the trail should have as many conveniences as Possible to 
help the teacher and her group to enjoy their exoloratione.  With thit 
in mind, criteria for such trails should he formulated.  A committee 
of prominent, educators and scientists was formed to determine standards 
for nature trails adanted to the snecific needs of young children.^ 
The committee formulated the following criteria for a nature trail suit- 
able to the locality and the "need's of the grouos using it. 
1. Accessibility 
a. The location must be far enough away from the metrouoli- 
tan area to have all the flora e.nd fauna in its natural 
habitat but within commuting distance of the classroom. 
b. All-weather roads are  essential. 
c. The location must be easily found. 
d. A long term permission from the owner should be obtained. 
2. Hillcourt,  William,      field Spok sf Nature Activities,       New 
York: Putnam Sons,   1950. p.  17. 
3. See Appendix A for details of the  Criteria Committee. 
2. laeilitlea 
-.  If  the location la used often,   toilets which Meat  the 
sanitation regula f the local healt] taent, 
must he provided. 
b. Drinking water should he available.       If a spring is 
used, It   should he covered  to prevent contamination, 
vater m  t  ba  tested  regularly. 
c. A shelter will he helpful as a classrDOB,  as storage for 
Lpaent,  and  for protection during Inclement   weather. 
d. A well-supplied flint aid cabinet and stretcher  should he 
located at the  shelter.       Simple first hid- instructi 
in or near the first aid cahii.. I . 
e« must  be adecun'.   and   safe. 
f. A picnic area  with  tables and provision for cooking Is 
':'"       . 
g. Copies of reliable fiald books of birds, trees, flowers, 
Insects, mushrooms, ferns, and roc'xs should >.< available 
at  the shelter. 
3. T ■  Nature Trail 
a.  fbt   trail  should he made wide enough  to allow  the group 
to walk double  file.       At  th< bs of it, ■■     .   (signs 
or numbers),   there  should he a  spade large enough for 
the  entire group to  stand around  the  teacher. 
h.  Since elementary teachers are not  specialized  naturalists, 
they *nd   tl a children under their direction will  need 
many additional   signs on the  trail, 
c.  Rest  Stations  should be located at frequent  Intervals  In 
- 
order to give the children an opportunity to oheerre and 
listen. 
d. Typical flora and fauna of Piedmont North Carolina should 
he present. 
e. Tjmical rock formations would he desirahle. 
f. A variety of plants must he adjacent to the path. 
g. A brcok with animal and plant life is highly desirahle. 
h. The trail should not he over one mile in length and should 
end in the vicinity of its Beginning.  The path should 
include cleared ground, forest, streams or lakes.  The 
walker should not have to retrace his steps. 
In the interest of the children and the teaching of elementary 
science. Dr. and Mrs. Franklin H. Mclfutt offered the Board of Trustees of 
the GreenPhoro City Adminstrative Unit a ten-year lease on an area of 
land to he used for a nature trail.  The Board of Trustees accepted the 
offer November 22, 1950.  The Greensboro Junior Chamher of Commerce 
furnished the materials to build the sanitary facilities.  A formal lease 
vas signed effective January 1, 1951 for a ten-year period at one dollar 
uer year.  Consult Aopendlx B for details of the transactions. 
The area of land known as the Franklin McNutt Nature Trail is 
being developed according to the criteria approved by the Criteria 
Committee. 

CHAFER  III 
PREPARATION FOR THTC XARH TRAIL *1XP?RI?NCI 
Introduction 
Durii.g the pest decade the instructional  materials for elemen- 
tary science have passed through radical  changes  in content,  methods, 
and  form.      Elementary science has been coordinated with other  subjects, 
such as  social  studies. Instructional materials may he classified 
AS  textbooks,  supplementary reading materials (books,pamphlets,  matjs, 
newspapers) and  audio-visual  materials.       Much of the  supplementary 
reading and  audio-visual materials may he obtained from government and 
local agencies. 
Instructional Materials 
Instead of presenting abstract  ideas  to be stored for insta-nt 
regurgitation on demand,   the  textbook's main aim is to present materials 
in a meaningful way,  to capitalize on the childrens1 experiences,  and 
to develop some generalizations ir. science that will  be useful  in day to 
day living.      Pacts must be learned,  but  the exneriences of the children 
must  hold and  support them or they will  fall. 
Most  science textbooks contain more  space for illustration than 
nrint. Science is taught as a visual experience.       Accompanying film- 
1.  Consult Appendix C for lift of agencies. 
10 
stripe are being produced by the publishers. Most authors correlate 
their texts with existing audio-visual aids. Consult appendix D for 
recommended  textbooks. 
A variety of different levels of reading matter must be made 
available  so that every child who can read at all will  have easy 
access to studying science through the orinted pegt.  2 
Every child must be able  to participate in the discussion,  experimenting 
and Planning periods and be able to give as well as to take something 
relative to his  scientific experiences.       Each child will  follow hie 
individual pattern in developing concepts.       Some children by reason of 
mentality and background may be able to understand only the simplest 
concepts of the balance in nature.       Others in the  sara* group may be 
ready to understand the more difficult concepts such as chemical processes 
and  stages of succession in the same  subject.       An abundance of supplemen- 
tary reading materials must be available.3 
Appendix T, contains a selected bibliography of teaching aids for 
the teacher. Most  of this material  can be obtained free or for print- 
ing cost. 
Multi-sensory or audio—visual materials have always been the 
best way of communicating ideas.      The crude picture writing of the 
cave man,   smoke signals,  paintings,   the cries of animals,   the  sounds of 
insects,  and  the odors of food-all  convey instant  ideas.       These primitive 
forms of multi-6ensory communications have heen changed by technological 
developments. 
2. Preston,  Ralph C.       "Using What We Know About  Children in 
Developing Science Learning."        Journal of the Association for Childhood 
Education International.  26 (March 1950),  p.  299. 
3. Appendix D contains a selected list  of supplementary reading 
materials for the  *Tanklin McJVtt Nature Trail   Activities. 
11 
The film, radio, and television bring to the classroom many 
experiences which help to equalise the background of all the children. 
The alert teacher will take advantage of these audio-visual materials. 
ATtnendi? T  lists materials suitable for elementary children.1*  An 
asterisk indicates the materials should he used hefore visiting the 
neture trail. 
Held Trip Courtesy 
Preliminary walks should he made on the school carnnus to 
orientate the students in field trip courtesy, which should include 
the following: 
A. Walk in single or douhle file as directed. 
B. Follow the directions of your leader. 
C. Don't yell or noint.  Call attention to objects missed or 
overlooked hy your leader in a quiet manner. 
D. Other students will enjoy the plants and animals if you 
do not collect them.  No plant or animal may he collected 
from the nature trail. 
Have as few rules as possihle.  Encourage the children to make 
their own regulations for the good of the group.  It is better to 
take short trips at first, trying out one rule; then add more rules 
as the children become accustomed to the walks. 
The discoveries and ideas of children should be respected. 
Serious attention should be given to the things children find on field 
trips to encourage their interest and observation.  After groups art 
k. .Audio-visual materials listed may be obtained from the Audio- 
Visual Education Department, Greensboro Public Schools, Greensboro, 
Forth Carolina. 
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accustomed to the sinmle rules of field trip courtesy, a trip to the 
nature trail may he planned. 
The Pre-Vlslt to_ ihe_ Irjaaklln McEatL Nature T^MI 
The teacher must make a visit to the trail before taking the 
class out.  The purpose of the nature trail is to demonstrate the 
balance of nature and the interrelationship of all living things and 
thus create a keen observation and interest in conservation.  The 
teacher should ngt try to set apart specific slants or animals hut the 
trail must be presented to the children in its entirety.  Signs have 
been placed on the trail illustrating areas of interest instead of 
plants or animals.  A simnle schematic (Photograph No. 2) of the trail 
indicating areas has been prepared as a guide for the teacher.  A 
brief description and photograph of each numbered (1-10) area is included. 
The trail schematic should be used to indicate noints of interest by the 
children.' 
f 
Parking Area and Shelter 
(Photograph No. J) 
The shelter provides storage for sullies.  Note the mud 
dauber's nest on the barn door.  During the fall and spring look for 
the doodle bug holes under the shelter.  Call attention to the specimen 
of poison ivy on the oak tree directly in front of shelter.  This 
5. Additional conies of the schematic, °hotograph No. 2, may be 
obtained from the Audio-Visual Education Department, Greensboro Public 
Schools, Greensboro, North Carolina. 
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specimen will be red in the fall and green in the spring and summer. 
Bemember; "Three leaves, I hurt you.  Five leaves, I will not hurt you." 
Identify the different oak trees around the shelter and parking 
area.  Tou will find at lea«t three kinds - white, post, and red oaks. 
Notice the group of red hud or Judas trees in the thelter area.  Explain 
the principle of soil conservation hy the terraced field.  Show how de- 
caying leaves forir. humus - a snongy, top soil of decayed vegetation which 
is essential to soil and water conservation. 
White top asters, nolk, dandelions, rahbit tobacco, wild sun 
flowers, black-eyed susans, meadow beauties, milkweed, and Jmji ag|fl 
may be observed in season from area one to area two.  Praying mantis, 
caterpillars, grasshoppers, spiders, lizards, grubs, bugs, and other 
animals are present. 
A cross section of a tree, sanded and varnished to show annular 
rings, h»s been placed at the shelter.  Explain and count the rings. 
In going from nrea one to area two follow the trail as indicated 
avoiding the saw mill and water supply.  White oak, post oak, red oak, 
beech, su-r^ar maple, hickory, sweet gum, red bud, dogwood, ash, American 
elm, black haw, old field pine, scrub oine, and. red cedar are among the 
trees to be found between areas one and two.  Call attention to the 
old terrace along the trail.   Emphasise the part the forest plays in 
in soil and water conservation. 
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Youim; Pine Forest 
(Photograph Ho. U) 
Note the young forest of pines.  Two species of pines are 
nrominent - the old field and scrub pine.  This field was at one 
time in cultivation and later abandoned.  It grew a crop of weed* 
with the white top asters predominating the first few years; then 
broom sedge began to apnear.  The broom sedge succeeded the weeds and 
asters.  Pine seedling* appeared in the sedge and within a few years 
the pines succeeded the sedge.  The strongest nines soon choked out 
the weaker pines because nine seedlings will not grow under other 
pines.  Seedlings of hardwood trees appeared under the nine trees. 
The hardwood forest (beech, maple, ash, oak, hickory, elm, poplar, 
gum) will succeed the nine forest.  Thus the abandoned land will be 
covered again by the native virgin forest.  At this point observe the 
following! 
1. Needles and cones on the different species of pines. 
2. Reindeer lichens or moss. 
3. Broom sedge. 
k. Hardwood seedlings. 
5. Pine straw and depth of top soil. 
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Soil and yildllfe Conservation 
(Photograph No. 5) 
Man-made conservation measures are practiced here.  Top soil 
is held in place by a cover crop (grasses) and a strip of peaB planted 
on the edge of the field.  The peas provide nitrogen, prevent erosion, 
and furnish food and shelter for wildlife.  In passing from area three 
to area four, note to the left the large hardwood trees which are part 
of the original virgin forest tyoical of Piedmont North Carolina. 
The Formation of Soil 
(Photograph No. 6) 
The out-cropping of blue granite Is typical of this area. The 
lowly lichens are at work, creaking down the rocks into soil hy chemical 
reactions of their hy-products of growth.  Crevices are formed hy the 
lichens.  These crevices catch water, soil, and seeds.  Hocks may he 
broken by the thawing and freezing of water.  Generally enough soil is 
available for the moss to start growing; later, a seed plant will start 
as the supply of soil increases.   Over a period of time the rock it 
disintegrated into soil by the water, chemical reaction, and roots of 
plants. 
t\ 
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forest sell.  It la as clear and cool as the water from the "old oaken 
Ducket."  If a forest fire burned over this area, what do you think would 
happen to the spring? 
Note the ferns and moss around the spring.  Wild touch-me-nots 
or Jewel weeds are prominent in the drainage.  Wild flowers, such as 
violets, bloodroot, Jack-in-the-uulpit, trilllum, and bluets, may he 
found in season between areas five and six. 
^ Woodland Brook 
(Photograph Kb. 8) 
Originally the Ox Bow Lake dam was a natural formation.  Some 
person drained the lake, which necessitated a cement hacking for the 
dam.  The water in the woodland hrook is clear except after a rain. 
It is muddy during rainy weather because of surface water drained from 
cultivated fields.   Many water animals cannot live in these streams. 
The brooks originally furnished clear water due to the balance in 
nature.  Water conservation will maintain this balance and give us 
clear streams again.  Look for small fish, crayfish, salamanders, and 
water snails.  Turtles may be found In season. 
Examine the brook bed.   Do you find mud?  Is this a natural 
state?   What should ba found in the brook bed?  vxamine the sand and 
gravel.  Take a sample to the classroom, wash and examine by magnifying 
glass.  Note the smooth surface and shapes of the small rocks. 
:*;: 
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Look for small fish, crayfish, salamanders, and water snails. 
Frogs and turtles may he found in season. 
A. Young Forest 
(Photograph No. 9) 
Look up in the dead hirch tree for the squirrel's summer home. 
Can you find his winter hornet  In which home does the squirrel store 
food?  Raise a family?  Notice the river hirches.  Feel the hirch 
bark. The inner hark and twigs of hirch are distilled for a thin oil 
known commercially as oil of wintergreen. 
Notice the nature of trees and ehruhs in this area.  Find the 
ironwood.  This valley area will have an abundant amount of wild flowers 
in season.  Observe the sycamore snd tulip noplar trees.  Has this 
valley heen cleared?  If so, how recently?  How can you tell? 
On the trail near the Ox Bow Lake,notice the stump covered 
with lichens and mushrooms.  How long do you think it will take this 
stump to decay? 
An area has heen cleared for a rest station.  Be quiet for a 
few minutes.  Allow the birds and other animals to entertain the 
children.  It takes a quiet ueriod of fifteen to thirty minutes to 
bring the animals out.  Look and listen - don't point or make sudden 
movements.  If the children are not trained in this procedure the rest 
area should be avoided. 
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The Qx Bow Lake 
(Photograph No. 10) 
The Ox Bow Lake Is an old stream "bed cut off from the Brook. 
I Ohserve the shape of the lak<= which gives It the name, Ox Bow.  The 
lake Is supplied by drainage from the steen terrain and wet weather 
sorings.   The water level does not vary too much since evnooration 
and seepage Is approximately equal to the water supnly.  Small fish 
have been placed in the lake for mosquito control.   Notice the frog 
eg-'s, tadpoles, crayfish, and water snails in season.  A coon made 
his home in a den tree acrosg the lake from the rest station.  Find 
other den trees and logs which nrovide homes for the wildlife. 
Wild flowers grow in abundance in this area.  Violets, Jack- 
j in-the-pulnit, trilliuras, wild ninks, wild orchids, wild geraniums, 
soring "beauties, self heal, hepaticas, gentians, hluets, adderstongues, 
bellworts, soloman seals, Bloodroot, wild gentian and many others in 
season.  Do not r>iek the flowers or try to transplant their,for they 
will die. 
What color is the water in the Ox Bow Lake*  Ohserve bubble* 
coming from the Bottom of the lake.  This is marsh gas cauaed by 
decaying vegetation.  The lake is gradually filling up with decaying 
leaves.   Collect a leaf from the lake Bottom with a small amount of 
lake water.  Ohserve the life in a dron of water with the aid of a 
magnifier. 
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Certain trees and shrubs in this area will soon die from shade. 
Can you find them?  in order to obtain light, the trees are tall.  The 
rurvival of the strongest scheme of nature is heing demonstrate* by this 
young forest.  Can you find where the old clearing ended* 
The Ox ?ow lake Cut-Off Area 
(Photograph No. 11) 
Ox Bow Cut-Off - At this -point the lake is cut-off from 
further water supnly.  The valley is level without signs of wet werther 
spring** 
A shaggy hark hickory is located to the left of the  cut-off. 
Few did the grape vine get to the top of this tree*  The grape vine 
grew with the tree.  Squirrels prefer hickory nuts from the shaggy hark 
hickory.  Grapes are excellent food for wildlife. 
Mushrooms, lichens, and insects are at work on the fallen trees. 
Note the stages of decay.  Soon these trees will be humus.  Feel the 
spongy humus held in place by roots on this steep terrain.  Can you 
find the sign of soil erosion*  The spongy layer filters water, making 
it clear and free of contamination. 
The Christmas fern grows in this area.  Why is it called a 
Christmas fern?  How do ferns reproduce'  This fern steys greenall 
winter.  Ferns do not have true roots.  They have root stalks which 
grow to be very old.   Note several ferns growing from one root stalk, 
(These ferns cannot be transplanted successfully.) 
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Trom areas  nine  to ten look for woodland plants.      The forest 
In the valley Is young and  on the  slope it approaches  the original 
virgin forest.       Notice  the large oaks,  heech,  poplars,  and maple trees. 
Fow old do yon think they are? 
Picnic Area 
(Photograph Ho.  12) 
The picnic area is provided for your use and convenience. 
Proper -picnic practices must  be observed to keen this area sanitary 
and to prevent fires.      A clean-up committee must  function to keep 
the grounds free of all  trash and garbage. 
In no case   turn the children loose without  supervision.       If 
afternoon activities are not planned,  return to the school immediately 
after lunch. 
Final Preparation Procedures 
Before taking the children on the nature trail  the following 
procedures should be observed: 
1. Obtain permission from the parents.      Permit forms may be 
obtained from the principal. 
2. Caution the children to wear clothes suitable for the 
occasion and weather. 
3. A first-aid station,  adequate  for all  simple accidents,   Is 
located at the shelter. 
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k.  Try to secur* parents with an Interest in nature to help 
with the groups and proride transportation. 
5. A picnic area is provided for your convenience.  Good 
camping techniques should he ohserved.  Special attention 
should he paid to the disposal of garhage and all fires. 
6. Prinking water may he ohtained from the spring.  If you 
do not want to use the spring, water must he carried from 
the school. 
7. Do not hring nets or containers for collecting specimens.^ 
Be sure the children understand that no plant or animal 
is to he collected from the nature trail. 
8. Practically all the species of treee and woodland plants 
of Piedmont North Carolina are found on the trail.  Study 
the tree manual prepared hy the North Carolina Department 
of Conservation and Development and the fi'mstrip, How To 
Know Trees, produced hy the Row-Peterson Company.  The 
fauna may he found if one will stop - look - listen. 
9. Caution the children ahout poison ivy.  The trails have 
heen sprayed to prevent its growth, hut there is plenty 
left, off the trail area. 
10. It will take ahout two hours to go around the trail.  All 
activities must he organised and supervised.  Under no 
circumstances should the children he without supervision. 
I 
6. Exception - two small Jars for the collection of nond water 
and hrook hottom. 
• 
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The schedule helow is suggested: 
Arrive 9:30 - 10:00 A.M. 
Hature Trail 10:00 - 12t00 A.M. 
Lunch and  Rest 12:00 - llOO P.M. 
Nature  Games 1:00 - 1:30 P.M. 
Art 1:30 - 2:30 P.M. 
Most groups do not stay after 12:30 or 1:00 P.M.; however, 
during warm weather additional time may he profitahly 
utilized.  Helps in nature games, crafts, and art may he 
found in many nature guides. 
11. If the trip is made during early fall or late spring, 
examine the children for ticks.  Most wood ticks are 
harmless and if found within a fev; hours can he removed 
without danger of Infection from the hite or spotted fever. 
12. Arrangements for the trip must he made through the Audio- 
Visual Education Department, Oreenshoro Public Schools, 
501 Asheboro Street. 
I 
CFAPTFP  IV 
THE NATUK5 TEAII 
During the pest decade or more,   increased empanels has "been 
laid on the teaching of science  in the elementary grades.       More 
important,  the point  of view has teen shifted from so-called  nature 
study programs, consisting of the  identification of •plants,  animals, 
and  minerals  obtained mostly from hooks,  to a firsthand  study of 
characteristics of the child's  environment and   their effective 
interrelationships.       "There has been a decided  trend towards 
uniting the various curriculum areas and  bringing the resources of 
art,   science,   social  studies,  language arts,  and  others to hear 
upon broad problems."1      The Franklin McNutt Nature Trail   Is 
designed as a living textbook to demonstrate the following objectives: 
1. The interrelationship and balance of nature. 
2. Forest,   soil, and water conservation. 
3. The observation of seasonal changes  in plants and 
animals. 
k.  Cultivation of keen observation on the part of the child 
and an appreciation of his immediate  environment. 
' 
1. National Sducetion Association, Department of American 
Association of School Administrators. Conservation Education in 
American Schools. Twenty-Ninth Yearbook, Washington, D. C. The 
Association 1951•  P» 119* 
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Through the use of 2 x 2" kodachrone slides a visit  to  the 
Tranklir. WcFutt Nature Trail  will be  illustrated.? 
Slide No. 1 - Schematic of the N°ture Trail 
The nature  trail  is shown in its entirety with numbers 
identifying the areas of interest.       Arrows and  numbers will  guide 
the class. 
Plants and animals typical of Piedmont   !'orth Carolira nay 
be  found  in season. 
Slide No.  2 - Energy ?or ^rst  Graders  (Area No.  1) 
Small  children must have  their mid-morning milk before start- 
ing on the  trail.       While full  of energy at the beginning,  first 
graders  soon tire on the trail.       This is their last  chance for 
ishment during the next two hours. 
Slide No.  3 - Mud  Dauber's Nest   (Ares No.  1 - '"arn Door) 
A grade mother points out and  explains  the mud dauber's nest 
to this first grade group.      Mud daubers use a rock in their mouths 
to form their nests.       Their nests  are built  to lay eggs in end to 
hold food for their young.       Interested grade mothers nrovide trans- 
portation and additional leadersvip on the trail. 
Slide TTo.  k - A Decaying Stump  (Area No.  1) 
This stump is  in one -f the lost  stages  of decay.       It is 
the home of beetles and ants.       The  remaining woo1  can be crumbled 
in the hands.      Py the action of the molds,   mushrooms,  insects,  and 
2, Kodachron-e  slides have teen deposited as a part of this 
thesis in the Roman's  College Library, University of North Carolina, 
Greensboro,  North Carolina.       The Pictures were made  in the late fall- 
winter season. 
?.  Numbered areas on the  schematic,   c'ide No.  1 and Photograph 
No.  2,   Chanter III, 
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■birds this stump is breaking down to the- existing woodland hums. 
Slide No.  5 - forest Bumut   (Area. No. 1) 
Rich humus - the  result  of decaying leaves,   stumps,  and 
other vegetation.       Teel  its texture} note that  the roots hold  it  in 
olace.      This is one  of nature's sponges for absoi-Mng and  filtering 
water.       Soil  erosion is absent.       All of our land was once  covered 
by this rich,  top soil.       '•'hen man disturhed  the balance  in nature, 
our ton soil left us. 
Slide TTo.  6 - Poison Ivy or Oak on a. Tree  (Area No. 1) 
"■Rev/araJ      Leaflets,  three,  quickly fleel    Watch OutJ"*     The 
leaflets of ooison ivy will turn brown or red  in the winter and  fall. 
Don't let  the beauty of the fall leaves  fool you - it's  still  poison 
ivy. 
Slide TTo.  7 - Poison Ivy on Ground  (Area No.  1) 
Whether on the ground as a shrub or on the tree as a vine, 
poison ivy is still dangerous and  should be avoided.      The trail  areps 
have been sprayed to eliminate  the poison ivy.       The plant is abundant 
off the trail areas. 
Slide No.  8 - Red  Cedar  (Area No. 2) 
Pencils,  posts or cedar chests are growing here.       The cedar 
wood is  soft,   strong,  aromatic,  of even texture,   and durable in con- 
tact with soil.       These qualities make it a very useful product for 
nencils, posts,   interior woods,  and   rustic work.       An added value  is 
h.  Weaver,   Richard  L.,       The Nature  Trail.       Oreenwlch, 
Connecticut.      Auduhon Nature Center,  19^5- !•  ?• 
"■' 
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its decorativ.   finish of red and white layers.      The  increasing demand 
for Christmas trees has increased the value of red cedar tree?,giving 
an additional  source of income  to  the farmer. 
Slide No.  9 - Cedar "Perries  (Area No.  2) 
A favorite winter food for "birds.       Birds  scatter the seeds 
and  this accounts for the wide distribution of red cedar.       The male 
tree "bloom?  in February or March.       The pollen gives the male tree 
p golden color during early s-nring.      Berries are nale blut  with a 
sweet waxy flesh. 
Slide No.  10 - Su^ar Manle Leaves  (Tall)   (Area No.  2) 
Svery leaf on this tree  is a sivar factory.       Not coal,  nor 
oil,  nor gas,   nor electricity,  "but  energy from the  sun is the power 
that  runs  sugar leaf "factories."        The chlorophyll   (green coloring 
in leaves),  water,  and  carton dioxide in combination with the  sun*s 
energy make the  elemental food  of all life - sugar.       Carton dioxide 
exhaled by you and  other animals on the trail and  the water from the 
ground beneath your feet are the raw materials  from which leaves make 
sugar. 
Slide No.  11 - Annular Rings of a Tree  (Area No.  2) 
These children are counting the growth rin^s  of the log. 
The age of the tree is always impressive.       Variation in the width 
of rings denends  on favorable and unfavorable seasons.       Tree rings 
are narrow in years of drought,  wider in years of normal precipitation. 
By observation of the tree ring patterns a record of dry and wet years 
may bf  made for at least  one hundred yeers. 
t\ 
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Slide No. 12 - Lisard on Lop (Area No. 2) 
A nerfect camouflage and pattern matching is shown here. The 
lizard is harmless and may be handled.  Its diet of flies and insects 
makes it one of our most valuable helpers. 
Slide No. 13 - Lizard (Close-up)  (Area No. 2) 
A close-up of Mr. Lizard.  The cajnouflpge and pattern match- 
ing is hie hast defense against natural enemies. 
Slide No. 1^ - A Young Pine forest (Area No. 2) 
A young Dine forest has shaded out the hroom sedge.  Soon 
the weakest nines will he eliminated hy the stronger r>ine trees. 
Hardwood seedlings are heginring to apnear under the pines.  Ahcut 
fifty years ago this land was in cultlvatlor hut was later abandoned 
White top asters, golden ro<ls, and wild grasses covered the area. 
Soon hroom sedge choked out the other plants.  Pine seedlings grew 
in the hroom sedge.  The dense nine shade eliminated the grasses. 
Pine seedlings will not grow under pine trees.  Hardwood trees, 
such as oak and hickory, will eventually crowd out the pine forest.-* 
Slide Ho. 15 - Toung '"ine Jorest - Sti'cies of Pine (Area No. 2) 
Two common species of nines are present - the "ecrub" or 
Virginia and the "old field" or Posemary nine.  Notice the difference 
of the two pines in form and coloration. 
Slide No. 16 - Bark - "Scrub" Pine 
Now let's look at the bark.  This is the bark of the scrub 
5. Hogers, Nolli*, Dr.  Field !Jotes on the Franklin McNutt 
Nature Trail.  Tftucation 660 1, Elementary Science.  Greensboro, 
"orth Carolina: The Graduate School, University of North Carolina, 
''oman's College Division, 1950. 
I 
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or Virginia T>ine.   Note the smooth appearance of the hark.  The 
hark is thin, reddish-hrown, and hroken Into shallow olates. 
Slide No. 17 - gaife - "Old yield Ping", (Area No. 2) 
The thick, rough ap-nearance of the h«rk Is characteristic of 
this species of nine. 
Slide Ho. 18 - Pine Needles (Area !Jo. 2) 
The Virginia or "«cruhH pine holds the cones for several 
years.  The leaves (needles are one and a half to three Inches long) 
are the shortest of any species in the state.  The twisting and 
spreading leaves are home two in a cluster.  The needles of the 
"old field" nine are three to fivr inches long and are home in clusters 
of two or three. 
Slide No. 19 - Pelndeer Lichens (Area No. 2) 
Reindeer lichens grow in the dense shade of the oine forest. 
The light, moisture, temperature, and decaying vegetation are sultahle 
for the hahitat of this plant.  The lichens are helning in the prepara- 
tion of woodland humus so important In soil and water conservation. 
Slide No. 20 - Soil Conservation  (Area No. 3) 
This field dematstratee iroper soil conservation met' ods used 
in farming.  The outer edges are planted in peas.  The neas fur- 
nish  nitrogen for the soil, prevent  soil erosion on slone<-, and furnish 
food for wildlife.  Note the contour method used in planting crops. 
Slide No. 21 - Nature Trail Techniques (Area No. 3) 
Single file is the order of the day on the nature trail. At 
ooints of interest children gather around their leader. 
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Slide Ho. 22 - Spider and Web (Area No. 4) 
During the summer and fall these 'beautiful spiders built 
their webs across the trail paths.  Notice the pattern of the web. 
How can a spider construct its web across a path?  These solders 
are harmless and catch insects such as flies and grasshoppers. 
Spiders should he protected and never destroyed. 
Slide No. 23 - Sgg Sacs of the Snider (Area No. h) 
Spiders lay their eggs in these nrotecting sacs.  Next 
soring the eggs will hatch and the young spiders will break their 
way out of the sacs. 
Slide No. 7k  - A Home for Wild Animus (Area No. U) 
An old decaying,up-turned tree stump provides a home for 
wild animals.  "ViPt's in the hole?  A rabbit, chipmunk, opossum, 
skunk, or enakeT 
Observe the state of decay.  Many of the roots and the 
stump have already been changed to huraus.  This tree was probably 
up-rooted by a storm.  The trunk of the tree was UBed for fire wood 
or other uses on the farm. 
Slide No. 25 - Den Tree (Area No. 9) 
Dry rot caused by fungus attacked this tree.  Prom the 
shape of the trunk a struggle for life against disease has been made. 
Birds, such as woodpeckers, have kept the insects under control.  The 
hollow provides a home for squirrels and birds.  Dead timber offers 
shelter for squirrels, mice, owls, chickadees, nuthatchers, raccoons, 
skunks, opossums, and many soecles of insects. 
f 
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Slide No. 26 - A. Squirrel's West (Area No. 7) 
Squirrels leave their winter homes in hollow trees during 
spring and huild nestr such as this one from leave*.  The nests are 
waternroof and cool. Tp addition a "Vot of fleas are left "behind in their 
old home. 
Slide No. 27 - A Squirrel's Nest (Area No. 7) 
Another squirrel's nest in a sycamore tree.  Notice the 
characteristic white hark of the tree.  The poplar tree to the left 
shows the smooth nattera of its hark. 
Slide No. 28 - Toung Forest (Area No. 7) 
These are the trees of the young forest in the valley "between 
the woodland hrook and the Ox Bow I«ke.  Notice how tall the trees 
pre.  They are still fighting the continuous "battle for light. 
The wraker trees will soon he choked out hy the stronger treer, -eneat- 
ing the age old fight of the survival of the strongest in nature. 
Slide No. 29 - Insect Sails (Area No. k) 
This dogwood has many insect galls.  Are the insects at 
home? 
Slide No. 30 - Insect Sails (Area No. k) 
"Each gall is hollow.  The dogwood hns grown around the 
Insect larva thus providing a protective home. 
Slide No. 31 - Insect Sail - Close-up (Area No. 4) 
Mr. Insect is not at home.  When the larva is grown, he 
eats his way out.  The eggs were deposited under the skin of the 
dogwood which furnished food and a protective home until the larva 
was grown. 
1 
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Slide No. 32 ~ Grape Vines  (Area No. 9) 
Many grape vines are present along the trail.       They 
provide food and  shelter for wildlife.      How does a grape vino get 
to the top of a tree?      It grows with the tree.       The lower, smaller 
■branches of both tree and grace vine break off,  while the main stem 
of each increases  in siee. 
Slide No.  33 - Ned p^k Twigs with VuAa  (Area No. '>•) 
The *ge of a twig may be found by counting the bud  scars 
or rings around the twig.       (D0 not count leaf scars.)      Each bud 
has baby leaves or flowering buds or both,which will start growing 
next  spring.      Most buds are covered by a -orotective cap during the 
winter season. 
Slide No.  Jk - Hickory Bud  (Area No. h) 
This large bud  is characteristic of the hickory tree.       Trees 
and shrubs may be identified by their buds.      How old is this twig? 
Slide No.  35 - Black Walnut Twig (Area No. k) 
The rough appearance is  characteristic of the walnut  twig. 
Note  the many leaf scars.      A compound leaf was fastened to  every 
lraf scar.      How old is this twig? 
Slide No. 36 - Tfc-Rooted White Oak Stump  (Area No.  1) 
The root  system of trees is  important.      Water and mineral 
salts are absorbed by the  small  roots  (root hairs).      Other roots, 
such as the large tap root, serve as anchorage for the tree and 
carry water and food. 
.   I 
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Slide No. 37 - Red Cedar Roots (Area No. 3) 
Note the spreading root system of the red cedar.  There 
are about as many roots as lim^s on a tree.  If the small roots 
absorb water and minerals, where would be the proper place to feed 
the tree - at the trunk or under the ends of the limhsT 
ST ide No. 38 - Red Oak and Hickory Bark (Area No. 5) 
Trees have characteristic barka.  The large tree is the 
southern red oak.  The small sapling is hickory.  Hickory makes 
?i light, strong, elastic wood used for tool handles. 
Slide No. 39 - Dogwood 3ark, (Area No. 5) 
Do you recognize the alligator bark*  This is the bark of 
the dogwood tree - the state flower.of North Carolina. 
Slide No. ^0 - White Oak Bark (Area No. 5) 
This light colored bark is characteristic of the white oak. 
TJote the poison ivy vines on the side of the tree.  The tree 
provides anchorage for the vine.  Some water and minerals may be 
absorbed by the poison ivy roots on the tree, but it manufactures 
food and is not a parasite on the tree. 
Slide No. Ul - Lichens on Oranlte (Area No, U) 
Lichens are the first plants to grow on bare rocks.  They 
build soil by catching dust and breaking down the rocks by chemical 
action of the secretions.  Water catches in the cracks ami crevices 
made by lichens.  The freezing and thawing of water help to break 
the rocks.  This is an out-cropping of blue granite tyoical of 
Piedmont North Carolina. 
ft 
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As toon as the lichens build enough soil, mosses begin to 
grow. The moss will help the soil and break down the rock in a 
similar manner as the lichens. 
Slide No. k2 - Moss (Area No. k) 
This moss is growing on a pile of decaying vegetation (wood 
and leaves).  The next stage is wood humus.  Note the reindeer 
lichen. 
Slide No. ^3 - Moss (Close-up) (Area No. U) 
The small brown capsules above the moss hold spores.  This 
is one way the moss reproduces.  Mosses are soil builders, water 
nreservers and beautifiers in nature.  The lichens build soil for 
mosses; the mosses build soil for ferns and larger plants.  It 
takes 1000 years to build an inch of soil.  How old is the soil around 
the moss? 
Slides W4-46 - Fungi (Areas No. i*—5) 
Many fungi help in breaking down these stumps and tree laps 
into wood humus.  Various mushrooms and molds at work.  Fungi do 
not have chlorophyll (green coloring matter) and cannot manufacture 
their own food.  The dead stumps and trees provide food for the fungi, 
and the fungi by their growth secrete a chemical substance to increase 
decay of vegetation. 
Slide ^7 - Woodland Spring (Area No. 5) 
The approach to the woodland spring during spring and summer 
is covered with jewel flower, violets, and other water plants. Salaman- 
ders and water snails may be found. 
* 
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Slide No.  fc8 - Woodland  Sprlnfi (Close-up)   (Area No.  5) 
Would you like  to drink from thin spring?      Note the moss 
and ferns around  the edge of the  spring.       The leaves hare covered 
the water.       The  spring hag heen cleaned out and cemented. It 
furnishes cool,  clear water for drinking. 
The spongy, woodland humus absorbs water which is filtered 
to the water table.       Vhen the water table comes  to the surface,  it 
is a spring.       This  spring has never been known to go dry during a 
drought.      The water table reserve is large due  to the forest area. 
If the forest was cleared and the top soil lost due to the lack of 
soil conservation,   the water table would be lower, resulting in a dry 
spring. 
Slide No.  ll? - Ox £ow Lake   (Area No. 8) 
The Ox "Bow Lake is in the  shape of an ox bow.       It  is  not a 
stream but a natural lake formed by an old stream bed.       The lnke is 
fed by wet weather springs and drainage from the  surrounding terrain. 
Thp water supply equals  the loss by seepage with the water level 
remaining practically constant. 
Slide No.  50 - Ox Bow Lake - Lower Part   (Area No.  6) 
The lower part of the lake is no larger than the upper part. 
The dam is a natural one.      As a precaution,  a cement dam hns been 
nlaced back of the natural dam. 
The tree with the light gray hark is the beech tree.       leech 
trees cast a very dense  shnde.      "Beech and maple  s«nlings are  the only 
trees able to liv<   under the beech shade. 
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Slide No. 51 - Ferns (Area No. 8) 
The Christmas fern grows In moist places and stays green all 
winter.  A single leaflet looks like a Christmas stocking.  The 
leaves called fronds grow from an underground stem, rhizome.  Many 
fronds grow on a simple rhizome which may he over one hundred years 
old.  The rhizome grows only a fraction of an inch ner year. 
Slide No. 52 - Fern Fronds With Spores (Area No. 8) 
The crown spots on the leaflet are not 'bugs, hut spore cases. 
The fern reproduces hy growth of the underground stem, rhizome and hy 
spores.  Ferns succeed mosses in soil huilding.therehy furnishing 
enough soil for seed hearing plants. 
Slide No. 53 - Lich'-ns '-ftth Spores (Area No. 8) 
Under proper conditions of light, moisture, and te.-rrperature, 
Habeas grow on the living or dead trees.  look closely for spore 
cases.  Pink fruiting hodies represent source of coramerci«tl litmus 
and other dyes. 
Slide No. 5^ - Lichens on Tree (Area No. 0) 
Note the ahundant growth of lichens on one side of the tree 
while the other sides contain only a few.  How can you account for 
this?   No, this isn't the north side of the tree.  When the 
conditions of light, moisture, and temperature are favorable, lichens 
will grow.  This is the southwest side of a tree in a small valley. 
Slide No. 55 - Pu'f Ball (Area No. 10) 
Some species of puff halls are edihle.  Mien the spores <=re 
ripe, the cases hreak,allowing the spores to he puffed out hy the 
■ 
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first ai imal that  steps on it.       Some  species of puff tolls are known 
at  the  "devil's snuff box" becauet  their brown snores resemble  snuff. 
Si ide Vo,  56 - Picnic  grounds  (Area Mo.  lo) 
Tables end a place to cook have been Provided.       Food - any 
food taster >rood after walking around  the Frank! in Kcjhxtt Nature 
Trail.       After lunch the children return to  school.       Additional  time 
may he  spent in observing farm activities.       This completer the viFit 
to the  nature trail. 
w 
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CHAPTER 7 
OUTGRO'THS OP THE NATURE TRAIL EXPERIENCES 
* 
Experience is the  soil  out of which the language of the 
young child grows! 
Common experience fosters communication - reading,   talking, 
listening,  writing, painting,   music,  and dramatics.      The group 
experience has the advantage over the individual experience  in that 
it offers a common basis for learning activities  for all the children. 
Oral and written communication enriches,   clarifies,  and  interprets 
experiences.       The language arte  (reading,  writing,  listening,  and 
talking)  are concerned primerly with the communication of ideas 
which is a two-*way process - the receiving of ideas from others and 
giving ideas to others.       Prom this consideration,  skills are secondary 
to the communication of the idea. 
Man has always been concerned with the communication of ideas. 
Our media of communication hnv* changed from the crude  symbols of the 
cave man to television. The  multi-sensory experiences have caused 
human beings  to exnress themselves by symbols,  ree/irg,  writing, 
painting,  music,   talking,  dancing,  and dramatics.       How well these 
experiences are expressed depend on the skills used in conveying the 
ideas and the common experiences of the redolent. 
k 
1. 'eery, Althea.  "Exnerience - the Source of Communications." 
Journal of the Association For Childhood Education International, 2? 
(February 1951), P. ?78. 
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The preparation of the claes and the visit to the franklin 
McHutt Nature Trail will provide the stimulus and the motivating 
force for expressions In the language and visual arts.  In evidence, 
classroom activities are herewith submitted. 
-flSPABATIOTT OF THS THIRD GRADB FOJL^. "^^P: MCNUTT NATTJR5 TRAIL2 
I, Preliminary Preparations for the Teacher 
A. Pre-vislt to the nature trail to get acquainted with it. 
E. Securing oermission from the principal to make the trip. 
C. Arranging for several parents to provide transportation. 
Obtain parents with an interest In science or scouting.  Let 
the parents help supervise the groups on the trail. 
D. Securing field trip permit slips from the office. 
"?. Discussing with the children what they wish to learn from the 
trip.  (List specific questions to gather information.) 
F. The primary objective of the trail is to demonstrate the 
balance in nature with emphasis on water an^ soil conservation. 
In accomplishing the primary objective the following outgrowths 
may be realised: 
1. Observation of signs of the seasons (Spring). 
2. Enjoyment of the beauties of nature. 
3» A sense of property rights - care of the trail ani picnic 
area. 
^. A responsibility for the safety of others and self on the 
trip. 
i ,i 
■ 
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2.  Adapted from the preparation materials of Miss Bstelle 
''acDonald's Third-Grade,   Caldvell  School,   Greensboro Public Schools, 
Greensboro,  North Carolina. 
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5. Ability to plan with others on common needs and 
problems, 
6. Courtesy to those  from whom one is asking favors. 
?.   Satis faction In acquiring information. 
8. developing habits of observation. 
9. Developing vocabulary. 
10. An increased interest in reading science hooks. 
11. Ideas  of proper behavior  In large groups -  (quiet 
voices - inconspicuous actions). 
12. Sharing experiences with others through drawings,  music, 
stori  s,  poems,   riddles,   radio,  and television. 
13. Giving the children information which will help them 
to  solve problems  in their immediate environment. 
G.   Appointment of a leader for groups of children. 
1. Divide children into groups of five or six with a 
leader. 
2. List  names for checking at meal time and home-going. 
H.  Evaluation of the trip hy the children and teacher. 
r- 
TI.  Room Preparation - Class Discussion 
A.   Arithmetic 
1. The  number of peoole going on trip.   (Addition) 
2. The  number of cars needed.   (Division) 
3. The amount of food  to vrlng. 
k. The total  cost and  cost per person of food. 
I 
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R. Language Art* 
1. Write notee  asking parents for transportation and 
permission to go on the trip, 
2. Make class  charts  of the following: 
Room Chart I - Oar Nature Trail   (Children illustrate 
with pictures) 
We are going on a trip. 
We are going to Dr.  McNutt's farm. 
We will go in the springtime. 
Mr. Keller and  Mrs.  ''all will set the date. 
We will ride in an automohile. 
We will need at least five cars. 
Room Chart II •* Our Nature Trail 
We will need cars to ride in. 
We will ask our mothers  to take us. 
We will write  then a letter. 
We will  invite Mrs. Vail to go with us. 
Chnrt  III •• Our Letter 
Cnldwell  School 
Date  
Dear Mother or Mrs. » 
Our grade would like to visit the nature 
trail at Dr. Franklin McNutt's farm.  We need 
fivt cars to take all of us out there.  Can 
you drive your car and go with us for thf day? 
We want to cook and eat our lunch at the end 
of the trail. 
I 
n 
We want to go 
a good time. 
Jtelil We will hare 
Tour fchild or friend) 
Chart 17 - Things We Want to Look ?or 
How soil is made. 
How the forest conserves water and soil. 
The interrelationship of plants and animal*. 
Signs of spring in weather, earth, trees, 
flowers, bird*, and insects. 
C. Oar practice trips on the school campus to help us 
organize. 
1. Our safety practices. 
2. Our field trip courtesy. 
3. Our group procedures. 
III. Probable Outcomes of Nature Trail 
A. The working ami sharing of a common problem. 
1. Every child participating in the planning of the trip, 
2. The ability to organize and cooperate as a group. 
3. The ability to offer helpful suggestions when needed. 
4. The ability to seek information through observation. 
B. Language Arts 
1. Recording observations. 
2. Writing television scripts. 
3. Heading science stories and poems. 
U. Composing music and poems. 
5. Sharing experiences with others. 
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6. Writing riddles and thank-you letters. 
C. Art ■ 
1. Frieze of seasons. 
2. Design covers for "booklets. 
3. Paint pictures of experiences on trip. 
D. Television and Radio • « 
1. Write a radio script and adapt it to television using 
the art work of the children. 
». Arithmetic 
1. Cost of gas used per mile. # 
2. Cost of food and transportation per child. 
3. Number of plants and animals seen. 
a. Number of "birds 
b. Washer of wild flowers 
c. Number of cedar trees 
d. Wumber of frogs 
IV. Oar Sources of Information 
A. Films and Filmstrips We Want to Seet 
16MM Films 
Ants 
Birds in the Countryside 
Birds of the Dooryard 
Camouflage in Nature Through Form and Color Hatching 
i 
Camouflage in Nature Through Pattern Matching 
Common Animals of the Woods 
Five Colorful Bird* 
■ 
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How Animals Defend themselves 
How Animals Bat, . 
How Animals Move 
Seasonal  Changes in Trees 
Snakes 
Spring on the garra •• 
Wonders in a Country Stream 
Wonders in Tour Own Backyard 
Everyman's Empire 
rilmstrins 
*• 
Some Wild Flowers 
Telling Trees Apart 
Birds'  Nests 
B. Our Lihrary Books We Want to Head: 
1. What Tlower Is ItT 
2. What Bird Is Jt? 
3. What Butterfly Is ItT 
k. Wild Flowers • 
5. Woodland Flowers 
6. Blue Book of Trees 
7.  Red Book of Trees 
8.  Water Appears and Disappears 
9.   Animals an^ Other Toung • 
10.  Sis>.Legged Neighbors 
11.  How The Sun Helps Va 
12. Useful Plants and Animals 
• 
1 
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13.  Anlrals Around  the Tear 
1**. Plante Around the Year 
15. Birds In Your Backyard 
16. Birds In the Woods 
17. The Insect Parade 
18. Leaves 
19. A Tear In a City 
20. The Magnificent Mr. Toad 
21 • Ufe In A£ Ant Hill 
Experience Charts By The First Graded 
After the visit to the nature trail the children recorded 
their experiences.  It Is doubtful that tadpoles were observed In 
late fall, but If the child said tadpoles - tadpoles they were. 
The ability to talk, organize, record, and draw was required to 
present the story.   For details of the experience charts show 
slides number 57-68.   Ho script ie required since the slides are 
self-explanatory.  Photographs for the end paper of this thesis 
shows the experience charts in the classroom. 
Visual Art 
Experience is the true essential of children's art.  The 
vivid contacts of a child's immediate surroundings give rise to the 
best art work.  The child may draw it before he can tell it. 
Every child gave his expression of the nature trail experience 
by a drawing or a painting.  Slides selected from the first and fifth 
w 
3. Mrs. Edith Settan's First Grade, Caldwell School, Greensboro 
Public Schools, Greensboro, TTorth Carolina. 
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grades are presented. 
Slide No. 69 - Golden Pardon Solder 
Many beautiful spiders had built their webs across the trail. 
Tliis is the impression of one child in Mrs. Emma Nelson's Fifth'Grade 
Class at Lindley Elementary School. 
Slide No. 70 - Annular Rings 
The ages of trees were stressed by counting the annular rings. 
The log is the center of interest for this child.  (Fifth grade, 
Lindley Elementary) 
Slide No. 71 - Fungus on Log 
The breaking dovm of dead vegetation by fungus to make woodlend 
soil is the chief objective in this picture. 
Slide No. 72 - A Tree and Dale Keller 
A first grader's impression of the trail.  A tree and fat 
person with a bald head. 
T)ramatlcs and Radio 
Children are born actors.  By the nroper guidance of the 
teacher a play is put together from the common experience of the 
group.  In practically all the plays, the children write an original 
song.  They like to tell their story in song and rhythm.  It takes 
1  lot of talking, listening, reading, and writing to organize a script 
for a play.  All facts must be accurate.  Children are their severest 
critics.  After the script has been completed, parts assigned (every 
child must have a part), the play is given as an assembly program. 
To prepare for radio, additional sound effects and changes in script 
must be made.  Recordings are made of the programs.  After hearing 
P 
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themselves, most children are quick to catch mistakes and correct 
them.  At last the day for broadcast has come.  The children are at 
the station.  The director points - you are on the airj  A first 
grader takes charge as the announcer.  Another dynamic adventure 
with children has started.  The entire procedure has Been a learn- 
ing experience for the children. 
"The Garden Spider!!, a radio script written hy the second 
grades at Ceasar Cone School, is typical of the primary science program. 
Names to primary children (parents too) are important.  Note the 
repetition. 
THE COMMON OAKDEN SPIDER** 
Introduction! 
SuzanneI 
This is Susanne Anderson.  We are hoys and girls in the 
second grade at Ceasar Cone School.  Some of us brought common 
garden spiders into our classrooms this fall.  The ones who brought 
them weret 
Burwell Cockman 
Jesse Gray 
Trankie Sue Poe 
Bobby McCaskill 
Richard Pridemore 
ft 
k.  Beautiful, golden spiders spun their webs across the 
nature trail.  The children were interested in solders, but were 
frightened of them due to misinformation given by pprents and teachere. 
Most parents and teachers think of snakes and spiders as being dangerous. 
Two second-grade teachers at the Ceasar Cone School asked the children 
to bring these spiders to school as a part of their science materials. 
The outcome was a very helpful radio orogram in primary science. 
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Prankie Starling 
Betty Leonard 
We watched our spiders to see what they would do.  They made 
i 
egg sacs and laid eggs.  One spider didn t finish her egg sac and 
the eggs fell out.  We watched our spiders and read about them. 
ITow we are going to hare a quiz program ahout the things we learned. 
(Each Child Answers One Question: Then Asks The Next) 
Suzanne: 
Larry Leonard, how does a common garden slider lookT 
Larry Leonard; 
She looks like clack and gold velvet.  Michael ^am, is she 
our friend? 
Michael Sam; 
Tes, she is our friend because she eats the insects in our 
gardens.  Prankie Sue Poe, how many eyes does she hnveT 
Prankie Sue Poet 
She has eight eyes.  Burwell Cockmon, how many legs does 
she have? 
Burwell Cockmant 
She has eight legs.  Bobby McCaakill, how many parts does 
her body hav«? 
Bobby McCasklllt 
Her body has two parts - one big part and one little part. 
Sidney Harris, which part of the body has the eyes? 
Sidney Harris: 
The small part of the body has the eyes.  Becky Tidwell, 
which part of the body has the legs coming from it? 
«' 
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Tldwelli 
The small part has the legs coming from It. Brenda Shelton, 
does the silk come from the 9mall part or the large part of her body? 
Brenda Sheltont 
The silk comes from the large nart.  Carl Pegram, do the 
eggs come from the email part or the large part of her body* 
Carl Pegram: 
The eggs come from the large part.  Joyce Woodell, does she 
breathe In the big part or the little part of her body? 
Joyce Voodelli 
She breathes In the big Dart.  Jimmy Diamiaco, how does she 
squeeze the silk out of her body? 
Jimmy Diamiaco» 
She squeezes it out with her hind legs just as we squeeze 
tooth paste out of a tube.  Jessie Gray, how does she lay her eggsT 
Jessie Gray} 
She makes a silk sheet and lays her eggs on it.  Then she 
draws it up into a sac.  Martha Coble, about how many eggs are in 
one sac? 
Martha Coble| 
There are about 500 eggs in one sac.  Janice Vaughn, do 
the rain an:l snow hurt the e--ge in the sac? 
Janice Vaughn| 
No, because it is waterproof. Richard Pridemore, where does 
the mother epider nut her egg sac? 
P 
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Blchard Pridemorei 
She hangs it on a dead weed.  Kelly Pinkleton, what do the 
"bahy spiders do to each other in the egg sac? 
Kelly Plnkletont 
They eat each other.  The strong ones eat the weak ones. 
Mary Lou Kiser, how long do the spiders stay in the egg sac? 
Mary Lou Klsert 
They stay all win'er.  Billy Trollinger, how do the spiders 
get out of the sacT 
Billy Trolllnger> 
They crawl out at the top.  Taye Meadows, how do the grown 
spiders get food? 
Faye Meadows; 
They spin a weo.  One part is sticky.  The insect gets 
caught in the sticky part.  Frankie Starling, what does the mother 
spider do with an insect after she has caught it? 
Frankle Starling} 
She poisons it so that it camnot move.  Then she wraps silk 
thread around it.  If she is hungry she eats it.  If she is not 
hungry she hangs it up in her weh until she gets hungry.  Ann Kapps, 
what part of the insect does mother spider eat? 
Ann Kapps; 
She eats the soft or juicy part away.  Sometimes father 
spider eats the hard part.  Roger Williamson, what does the mother 
snider do after she has eaten the insect? 
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Rofler Williamson: 
She cuts the insect out of her web.  Then she must mend her 
web.  Sandra Smith, which is higger, mother snider or father spiierT 
Sandra Smith: 
Mother Spider is bigger than father snider.  Carol Cox, what 
happens to father snider soon after he comes to mother spider's webT 
Carol Cox; 
Mother spider eats father spider.  Linda Johnson, how does 
mother spider come from her webj 
Linda Johnson: 
She grows too big for her clothes.  Then she crawls out and 
grows new clothes.  Oerald Crum, when does mother spider die? 
Gerald Crum: 
When she gives out of silk. 
Sntanne Anderson: 
We are going to sing "Eency, Weency, Spider."  Then we are 
going to have the rhythm band with it.  (This song is from the "First 
Grade Book" by Lilla Belle Pitts, Mabell Glenn, and Lorrain E. Walters, 
published by Ginn and Company). 
All Sing: 
EENCY, WE^NCT, SPIDER 
Eency, weency snider went up the v/ater snoutt 
(Fingers pretend to be a spider climbing a spout) 
Down came thf rain and washed the spider out. 
(Hands fall, palms down-palms out, sweep arms upward) 
Then came the sun and dried up all the rain, 
(Arms overhead, flngtrs touching) 
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Ana tne eency,  weency spider went up the spout again. 
(Hands fall dovn and fingers climb spout again) 
Suzanne Anderson; 
This is the end of our program. 
Radio Script Adapted Tor Television 
The second grade of Mclver School produced a scrlnt on 
seeds.       It was presented as a rartio nrogram and then adapted to 
television.       The script  is presented as an era-role of adaptation 
of a radio script to tflevisior:.       Brackets  indicate special 
television script. 
OUR STflCD COLT.T.CTIQN^ 
Trances Annt 
I an Trances Ann Gray in the Second Grade of Mclver School. 
Mies Wagoner is my teacher. 
He have been doing some interesting things in science this 
fall.  We want to tell you about our seed collection.  This is the 
time of the year for seeds.  You see them on many trees, shrubs, 
and plants.  The mother plant doesn't want all her seeds to fall 
down around her feet, for if they did her babies would not havs 
room enough to grow, so she sends them on their way.  Some steal a 
ride on animals or neople; some sail through the air; the water 
carries some away, Rnd some nay for their ride by giving us something 
to eat, like the apple or peach.  Linda, will you tell about the seed 
you added to our collection? 
I 
5. Television Show Presented by Miss Anrie Wagoner's Second 
Grade of the Charles D. Mclver School, Greensboro Public Schools, 
Greensboro, Horth Carolina.  Brackets indicate adaptation to 
television. 
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Linda: 
Mother put a peach  in my lunch  one day.     I saved the seed. 
It paid  me for its ride.   /(Holds up seedj       This is the peach seed I 
saved.J 
Trances Annt 
■Early this fall Miss Wagoner took us for a walk.       We found 
a tree with little burrs on it.       In the burrs were nuts.       It was 
a beech tree.       One of our hoys  said he wished that beech-nut chew- 
ing gum was growing on the  tree  instead of nuts.       We hare beech- 
nuts now in our collection.     i(Judy loy,  will you show the  seeds 
from the beech tree?)7 
UTudy: 
Here  are  the  seeds from the beech tree.       See  the burrs - 
aee the nuts will  fall  out^] 
Trances Ann: 
On the field we found   some vines.       Tddie House,  will  tell 
what they are. 
Bddie; 
They were morning glories,   and the  seed pods Just popped 
open when we touched them.       Little black seeds fell out in our 
hands.    We took some with us  for our collection.    LfShows Seeds) 
Here are  some  seeds.7 
Trances Ann: 
Mr.  Gray Squirrel could find plenty of acorns  to nut away 
for winter from th»   oak trees  on our nature trail.       We filled  our 
pockets with the acorns.       In th6 song we are going to  sing,  you 
will see how sauirrels help to  scetter seeds.       (Sing "Squirrel's 
■J 
1 
I 
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Secret" p.  98-Tunlng Up. published by Glnn and  Company) 
THP  SQUIBTOL'S  SECHBT 
"Why are your cheeks so fat* 
Please,   squirrel,   tell me that. 
Now don't hurry up the tree, 
Till  you have answered me." 
He twinkled >ieady eyes, 
Then to my great  surprise, 
Prom his mouth there  tumhled down 
Plve  nuts all  smooth and brown. 
(Frances Ann; 
Donna T*ailey,   show us  some acorns from the oak tree. 
Donna; 
This is a twig from an oak tree.       See  the acorns. ] 
Trance6 Ann: 
We had a picture on our bulletin board about  some  squirrels 
eating oeanuts.       Some of our boys and girls thought  that peanuts 
grew on trees like acorns.      Jack Green,   tell about the peanuts you 
brought. 
Jack; 
I brought a peanut Tine to  school with peanuts hanging on it. 
//Shows peanut vine»V        We have peanuts growing in our garden.    Peanuts 
grow on vines,  not traea* 
Trances Ann; 
Gloria Griffin,  will you please  tell about your seeds? 
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Gloria: 
I brought  some maple  seeds.      They look like airplane wings. 
One of our hoys,  Bonnie 7»radley,   calls them little helfcoptersl      We 
found lots of mar>le trees Just fu71 of seeds.       It's fun to  sail 
them In the air.     ^Throws a handful  of maple seeds up In the air.) 
Fere  Is a cluster of seeds  from the m»ple tree~H 
France3  Ann; 
Clifford Wren,  what  seeds did you find on the nature  trail? 
Cliffordi 
I 'brought  them on me.       They were beggar ticks.       I got 
them on mypantelegs as I walked around the fifld.       I nicked them 
off and put them In one of oar little glas« Jars  for our collection. 
JHere are  some  beggar ticks -  (Shows  seeds)] 
Frances Ann; 
Ve have a riddle for you. Can you guess  It? 
All! 
As white as milk, 
As soft as  silk. 
And hundreds  close together. 
They sail  away, 
On an autumn day, 
When windy is the weather. 
Frances Ann; 
Do you know the answer?      Shall we  tell  them,  boys and  girls? 
All: 
Milkweed  seeds. 
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Trancee Ann; 
We had fun playing with aoin* milkweed pods thAt Mlee Wagoner 
found.  We opened them up and they hlew away.  They went sailing 
away lite- little parachutes.  Ve learned a cute poem,"Wilkwead Bahiet." 
We will say it for you.   j7immy Wilson will show some milkweed podsl 
jjlmmy! 
Here are some milkweed nods, the r>ods are open and some of the 
seeds have sailed away.  (Hold one up and Mows it) - See It floats 
like a little parachute.   (Throws up a handful and children hlow 
them)7J 
All; 
MILKWEED BABIES 
There was an old woman 
Who lived in a shot 
I've heard all a'bout her 
I know you have too. 
There's another old woman 
I'll tell you a'bout. 
She keeps all her haMes 
Where none could get out. 
Their nursery room 
Was a milkweed pod green; 
The children were crowded 
All hetwixt and between! 
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One day Mrs. Milkweed 
Just opened the door. 
And out flew the hahies 
To come "back no morel 
-Agnes Wonson 
Prance8 Ann: 
Sylvia RoBin^on, where did you get the seeds you Brought? 
Sylvia: 
In my mother•« garden.  They were cockle hurrs.  It ia 
too had when they get in a dog's hair.  Tou have to get them out 
for the poor dog.  They are had weeds and we do not like them. 
|_(Puts one on front of dreaaj  See how they will stick on youQ 
Trances Ann: 
Mary Virginia Freeman, tell ahout. the dandelions we found 
the day we took our walk. 
Mary Virginia: 
Some were yellow and some had gone to seed.  Those that 
were white looked as if they had white hair on their heads.  We played 
seeing if our mothers wanted us.  Tou do it like this:  Tou take one 
Big hlow.  (Blows a dandelion,")   If you Blow all the seeds off, 
your mother doesn't want you.  If some seeds are left, you had 
Better hurry home to see what your mother wants. 
Frances Ann: 
We love this eong aBout the dandelion.  We vill sing it for 
you. 
. 
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(All sing "Dandelion Parachutes" p. 9^ - New Mimic Horizons published 
by Silver Burdett Company) 
DANDELION PARACHUTES 
Here Is a dandelion white as the snow, 
Pick It up gently, hold and clow, 
See the seeds scatter and sail through the air, 
landing so softly here and there. 
There goes an aeroplane sailing up high, 
Carrying soldiers through the sky; 
Paratroops sometimes will Jump to the ground, 
Parachutes land them safe and sound. 
Prances Anni 
What ahout the seeds you found for our collection, Ronnie 
Bradley? 
Ronniet 
I found some tumble weeds. They go tumbling along when the 
wind clows them, and that's the way the seeds get scattered.  £ See 
them tumble jj 
Prances Annt 
We had a race.  Miss Wagoner timed us and we tried to see 
how many different kinds of seeds we could find in ten minutes.  I 
will let the winners, Terry Stewart and Jerry Gordon, tell you ahout 
it. 
Terry 
1 was the winner.  1 got ten different kinds of seeds.  I 
was out of breath, hut 1 am glad I won. 
! 
K 
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(All sing "Dandelion Parachutes" p. 9^ - Hew Music Horizons published 
by Silver Burdett Company) 
DANDT5LIOU PARACHUTES 
Here is a dandelion white as the snow. 
Pick it up gently, hold and blow, 
See the seeds scatter and sail through the air, 
Landing so softly here and there. 
There goes an aeroplane sailing up high, 
Carrying soldiers through the sky; 
Paratroops sometimes will Jump to the ground, 
Parachutes land them safe and sound. 
Prances Ann; 
What about the seeds you found for our collection, Ronnie 
Brad!eyT 
Ronnie; 
I found some tumble weeds.  They go tumbling along when the 
wind blows them, and that's the way the seeds get scattered.  I_" See 
them tumble|l 
Prances Ann; 
We had a race.  Miss Wagoner timed us and we tried to see 
how many different kinds of seeds we could find in ten minutes.  I 
will let the winners, Terry Stewart and Jerry Gordon, tell you about 
it. 
Terry 
1 was the winner.  I got ten different kinds of seeds.  I 
was out of breath, but I am glad I won. 
Jerry: 
I was next.       I found  nine different kind*.       I had to 
vork fast,   too. 
Trencea Ann: 
We enjoyed collecting seeds.      We have thirty-three 
different kinds  In our collection. We hare them In little baby 
food jars,   and all of them are labelled.      Holds up one.       Cone 
to see us  sometime,   and we will  tell you more about our seeds. 
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Television 
The most dynamic medium of communication is television. 
The fifth grade of Llndley ISlementary School painted a mural of 
the Franklin McTTutt Nature Trail.  The class decided it would 
make an interesting television program.  As a result of the 
nature tra.il experience the children searched for scientific facts 
to confirm their observations.  The television script is an out- 
growth of their combined experiences.  Thf narration was given 
by members of the class.  Slides number 73-77 ehow the mural. 
The script, "Franklin McNutt Nature Trail", is presented without 
change. 
>• 
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THE TRATTKLin MCNPTT NATURE TRAIL& 
Introduction: Slide Ho, 73 
SMS* 
(Points of Interest Indicated on the mural as the children 
speak.) Our class spent one happy day at Dr. McNutt's farn. We 
are going to take you on a trip around the nature trail. We will 
start at the old tobacco ham which was once used for curing tobacco. 
After leaving the tohacco bnrn we came to a saw mill. Near it is 
a saw duet pile and many logs. 
Paula; 
(Slide No. 7*0 
Prom the logs we learned how to tell  the age of a tree. 
Every year the tree increases in girth (around in meaning),  hy 
adding tissue or sap-conveying wood Just outside last year's wood, 
and Just  inside the bark.       In temperate climates each year's ring 
usually remains so distinct that  the age of the tree may be estimated 
by counting the rings.      "By the varying thickness of the rings  the 
tree ring calendars also reveal or tell the wet and dry    years 
through which the tree has lived. 
Peflgyt 
Around the  saw dust pile is a broom sedge field where  oiTy 
small pines can grow.      The broom sedge field gets its name because 
it has growing in it a straw-like weed that looks like and can be 
used in making bro ms. 
6.    A television program presented by members of the Fifth 
Orade Class,  Lindley Elementary Scfrool,  Greensboro Public Schools, 
Mrs.  Emma Nelson,  teacher. 
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Susan i 
Look at the plants anil weeds and cattails.  Cattails are 
plants that grow In swamps and marshes.  There are two kinds - the 
large cattail which has broad leaves and the smaller which has 
narrow leaves.  The larger one grows to a height of five to six feet. 
On the Pacific Coast they are called tule read*.  We saw reeds and 
rushes.  These are the common names for tall, slender grass plants. 
They can be as fragile as a straw or as thick as bamboo* 
Paulat 
Here we saw a good example of soil erosion.  The wearing 
away of earth or rock is called erosion.  It works slowly but 
surely.  In hundreds of thousands of years erosion can wear away 
a mountain until it is level with the plain.  The surface of the 
earth is always being changed and modified by erosion.  The main 
causes of erosion are the actions of air an.l water, and changes 
in temperature.  Rainfall, running water, waves, ice and wind-all 
help to wear away earth and rock. 
Susan: 
Slide No. 75) 
Look at the dogwood.  flogwood is a common name for a 
group of trees or shrubs.  Out here the best known dogwood Is the 
flowering dogwood.  In North America there are eight different 
kinds.  Here we saw the bright red fruit or drupes which appear in 
the autumn.  The bark of a dogwood Is like the hide of an alMgator. 
The wood of the flowering dogwood is hard and heavy. 
Janett 
The Praying Mantis is kin to the grasshopper and the cricket. 
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It is a murderer and cannibal.  Inside the arms are sharp cruel 
claws, and the head, cocked now to the right, now to the left, 
holds two large eyes always on the lookout for unwary victims. 
The Mantis is found in the southern United States and Thirope, and 
in marly all trooical countries.  The commonest American species, 
called the "rear-horse" or "mule killer" is of a leaf-green color, 
and hides in trees and grass.  The e£gs are laid in tough cases 
attached to twigs. 
We saw a squirrel's nest.  It was a summer nest.  In 
winter the squirrels stpy in hollows where they store their food. 
The nea field was to attract the quail.  The quail eat the 
peas.  We did not see the quail because the peas were so thick. 
They were a brownish gray color.  The neas were dried up. 
Carolt 
Our trail crossed a little stream near the spring.  This 
spring has rocks around it, and along the edges grow moss and ferns. 
When ground water, which has accumulated in norous rocks and soil, 
seeps through a natural opening we call it a soring.  These outlets 
may occur in a valley or on a hillside, 
Peggy; 
We saw many crentures such as frogs, salamanders, lisards, 
and snakes.  Onp type of snake we saw was the King Snake.  He is 
powerful creature fr m four to five feet long, marked with a striking 
pattern of yellow or white hands.  The King Snake is a hero among 
snakes, and whether it is a giant Rattle Snake or a tiny Copperhead 
the King Snake always wins.  He coils himself around the other snake, 
and soon strangles it.  If it is not too large he will eat it.  The 
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King Snake is not at all brave, but he is immune to snake poison. 
Although the King Snake Is dangerous to other snakes he Is harmless 
to people.  Another enake we saw vat the Garter Snake.  He it 
green in color and is around ten inches long. 
The spiders interested me very much.  The garden spider 
is one of the Bpiders we saw.  It is black and yellow in color, 
and its web is very delicate and skillfully made.  Tou can find 
such a web in almost any garden, and at Dr. MeNutt's fnrm they were 
stretched across bushes or on trees. 
Susan: 
Lichens are flowerless plants.  They grow on bare rocks 
and on tree stumps.  Throughout the world they grow in the cold 
regions and in the tropics, on beaches as 'veil as on mountain tops. 
About ^000 kinds of lichens are known.  They have no roots, stems, 
or leaves.  Lichens are useful, because, in time, they make it 
possible for other plants to grow in remote places.  This happens 
because lichens produce an acid which dissolves the rock? and 
softens the soil.  As they decay and mix with the soil, the soil 
becomes richer and more able to support other plant life. 
Paula: 
Out at the farm there are many damp, dark places.  Since 
mushroom-, libs dairp, ''ark places, many of them grow out there. 
There are red, white, yellow, and orange mushrooms, but there are no 
grcn ones.  Nomtter what their color all mushrooms are alike in 
one way.  Hot jne can get its own food.  If you dig down into the 
grouM where the mushrooms are j-cu will probably find some rotting 
wood.  The mushroom? use this dead plant material as food.  They 
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must do this, because they bare no chlorophyll.  Spores are on the 
underside.  when the snores are ripe they fall to the ground. When 
they have fallen new mushrooms are formed.  Sometimes you can find 
mushrooms that are good to eat.  But mostly you will find deadly 
noisonous mushrooms.  The ones you eat should he bought in a store. 
Carolt 
Here is the Ox Sow lake.  As its name signifies, it is 
shaped like an ox bow.  This lake is formed by water draining 
from the hill sides, and by some wet wenther springs. 
Janet; 
We saw several kinds of birds and bird nests.  Some of the 
birds were robins, wrens, bluebirds, and cardinals.  On the trees 
were label" of the kind of birds found in this forest.  Some had 
pictures of robins.  We sa- a bird nest.  It was right- here. 
It was made of twigs and mud. 
Susan: 
Tou know that lizards are the closest living relatives of 
Enakes.  Some lieards look Just like snakes.  Some look like 
crocodiles.  They may be all elses and colors.  H>re we saw 
salamanders too.  They are sometimes called snring lirards or 
wood lizards.  Palampnders are related to frogs.  They hove moist 
skinoand no scales.  In Janan there are salamanders five feet long 
that lay eggs the siee of gra-nes.  We saw a snotted salamander. 
They eat snails, slugs, worms, and insectc. 
Carol: 
Slide ITo. 76) 
In one curve of the Ox Bow lake is a fern garden.  Perns 
.. 
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I found  thii mud-dauber's nest vl.ile I was at Dr.  McNutt's 
fam.       Mud-daubers•  nests have little cup-shaped cells.    They blaster 
them over the sides of buildings or on stones.       Then they stamp down 
the earth with a pebble which they hold in their Jaw.       The mod-dauber 
is the  only insect  that uses a tool.      Before  the mud-^laub»r lays her 
eggs  she places a grasshopper in front of a cell,   so when the young 
daubers hatch they will  find  food  ready for them.       The mud-d^uber is 
related  to the wasp family,  and as you know,  the wasp's  sting is 
powerful.      The mud-dauber's  sting is JuBt as bad, 
Janet I 
(Slide No. 7*0 
When we were planning the nature trail trip we decided to 
carry our lunch along.  We made cur menu, and a grocery list.  We 
figured that each child should have two hot dogs.  We also figured 
the total cost per child.  We had fun eating hot dogs, pickles, 
carrote, onions, slaw, pepsi cola, and doughnuts.  While we were 
eating hot dogs Mr. Keller took pictures of us, and made them into 
slides. 
Now we will come back to the tobacco barn which is being 
cleared out so it can l)e made into a rest room and a first aid 
station for the people who come to Cr. HcButt's form.  They now 
have a first aid sign on a box which is beside the tobacco barn. 
Then we piled into the cars with the grade mothers, and headed for 
Lindley Elementary. 
ii 
(Show Slide No. 77) 
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CONCLUSION 
As a result of this study, the following conclusions can 
he drav-n with a considerable degree of confidence: 
1. The primary objective of the nature trail, the demonstration 
of the balance in nature, may be ar-complished without regard to 
seasons. 
2. Soil and wa'er conservation measures are demonstrated 
without regard to seasons. 
3. Seasonal changes in plants and animals may be observed. 
k.  The nature trail experience helps the children to be 
more scientific in their attitudes and to develop a greater apprecia- 
tion of the interrelationship of plants and animals. 
5. The nature trail is stimulating in its appearance and 
satisfying in its results as demonstrated by increased activity 
in the language arts, painting, music, drams, radio, and television. 
6. It helps children to organize, share, and evaluate 
information. 
7. It teaches proper courtesy and safety practice? in 
groups outdoors. 
8. It cultivates keen observation. 
BECCMM7-TDATI0NS 
On the basis of this study, the following recommendations 
are made: 
1. The Franklin McSutt Nature Trail should be an integral 
part of the elementary science DrograJi in this area. 
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2. The trail 1* concerned with a broad understanding of 
the balance In nature and not the aeaorisation of th» countleee 
names of plants and animals. 
3. In-service training courser, pnd workshops in elementary 
science should he offered. 
h.  Signs should he made by the children and added to the 
trail each year. 
5. Adequate supervision and care of the trail and facilities 
must be maintained. 
6. Take the parents with you oa the trip.  Select people 
who enjoy the outdoors.  This is one method of building good 
public relations for schools. 
7. Three trips to the nature trail can he made advantageous 
each school year. 
8. Postpone the trip if adequate preparation? have not been 
■ade. 

APPB7TDIX A 
CRITERIA TOR A KATOR5 TRAIL TOR SLBMSKTARY CHILDREN 
1 
Uature trails for elementary children will require standards In 
addition to those used by camps and park*.  Elementary teachers will 
not he as well prepared for this type work as an experienced naturalist 
in charge of the trails at camps and parks.  The additional care of 
children will also take the attention of the teachers.  Therefore, 
the trail should have as many conveniences as nossible to help the 
teacher and her group to enjoy this exoloration.  With this lr. mind, 
criteria for such trails should he formulated. 
As a memher of the Criteria Committee, plense delete by marking 
through, or add by writ'ng in, lteas which would be of value in the 
general areas listed below: 
1. Acepsibility 
a. The location must be far enough away from the metropoli- 
tan area to have all the flora and fauna in its natural 
habitat but within commuting distance of the classroom. 
b. All-weather roads are essential. 
c. The location must be easily found. 
d. A long term permission from the owner should be obtained. 
2. Facilities 
a. If the location is used often, toilets which meet the 
sanitation regulations of the local health department 
■net be provided. 
b. Drinking water should be available.  If a spring is uaed, 
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it should be covered to prevent   contamination.      The 
water must be tented regularly, 
c. A shelter will he helpful as a classroom,  for storage of 
equipment,  and for protection during inclement weather. 
d. A well-supplied first-aid cabinet and stretcher should 
he located at the shelter. Simple first-aid instruc- 
tions must he posted in or near the first-aid cabinet. 
e. Parking space must be adequate »n\ safe, 
f. A picnic area with tables and provision for cooking is 
desirable, 
3. The Nature Trail 
a. The  trail   should be made wide enough to allow the group 
to walk double file.       At  the joints of interest  (signs 
or numbers),   there should be a space large enough for 
the entire group to  stand around  the teacher, 
b. Children under the guidance of the non-specialized 
naturalist will need  additional  signs. 
c. Rest  stations should be located at frequent  intervals to 
give  the class an opportunity to observe and  1isten. 
d. Typical flora and fauna of Piedmont North Carolina should 
be present. 
e. Typical rock formations would be desirable. 
f. A variety of plants must be adjacent to the path. 
g. A brook supporting animal and plant life is highly desir- 
able. 
h. The trail  should not be over one mile in length and   should 
end in the vicinity of its beginning.      The path should 
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include cleared ground, forest, streams or lakes.  The 
walker should not hare to retrace his steps. 
The Criteria Committee was composed of the following: 
1. Mrs. Nellie D. Blackburn, Head of the Science Department, 
Senior High School, Greensboro, North Carolina. 
2. Dr. Edgar Dale, Professor of Education, Head of the Curricu- 
lum Laboratory, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio. 
3. Dr. Karen Carlson, Hegistrar, Woman's Collpge, University 
of North Carolina, Greensboro, North Carolina. 
*+. Miss Bath Ounter, Assistant Professor of Education, Curry 
School, Woman's College, University of North Carolina, 
Greensboro, North Carolina. 
5. Mrs. Mary A. Hunter, Instructor, Curry School, Woman's 
College, University of North Carolina, Greensboro, North 
Carolina. 
6. Dr. Eugenia Hunter , Associate Professor of Education, Curry 
School, Woman's College, University of North Carolina, 
Greensboro, North Carolina. 
7. Mr. Charles Milner, Associate Director of the Extension 
Division, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North 
Carolina. 
8. Miss Ethel McNairy, Principal of Lindley Elementary School, 
Greensboro Public Schools, Greensboro, North Carolina. 
9. Dr. Pranklin H. McNutt, Associate Dean of the Graduate School, 
University of North Carolina, Woman's College Division, 
Greensboro, North Carolina. 
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10. Mrs. Emma Nelson,  Tifth-Grade Teacher,  Lindley Elementary 
School,   Greensboro,  North Carolina. 
11. Dr. John S.  Richardson,  Associate Professor of Education, 
Ohio State University,   Columbus,  Ohio. 
12. Dr.  Hollis J. Rogers,  Professor of *otany.  Woman's College, 
Unirersity of North Carolina,  Greensboro,  North Carolina. 
13. Dr.  Archie D. Shaftesbury, Professor of Zoology,  Woman's 
College, University of North Carolina,   Greensboro, North 
Carolina. 
Hf.  Mrs. Mith Sattan,  Pint-Grade Teacher,  Caldwell  School, 
Oreanshoro Puhlic Schools,   Qreenshoro,  North Carolina. 
15* Mr. B. L.  Smith,  Superintendent of Greensboro Puhlic Schools, 
Greensboro,  North Carolina. 
16. Mrs.  Margaret T. Wall,  Principal of Caldwell School,  Oreens- 
boro Public Schools,  Greensboro,  North Carolina. 
17. Dr.  Richard Wearer,  Program Director of Resource-Use Educa- 
tion,  State Department of Public Instruction,  Raleigh,  North 
Carolina. 
APP1TOIX B 
TRANSACTIONS OCjffiEMgTjTg THE NATTTRS TBAIL 
Novenher 22,   1950 
Dr. Tranklin McHatt 
Woman's College of the 
University of Worth Carolina 
Oreenshoro,   North Carolina 
Dear Dr.  McWittj 
The Board of Trustees of the Oreenshoro City Administrative 
Unit asked me to convey to yon their sincere appreciation of your 
offer to allow the use of your nronerty off the McConnell Hoad for 
nature study purooses hy pupils of the Greenshoro Puolic Schools.      An 
effort  is heing made to arrange for the  sanitary facilities,  and it is 
hoped that your kind offer may he accented,   and that  extensive use may 
he made of the facilities for the acquiring of elementary scientific 
knowledge. 
With personal regards and esteem,   I am. 
Tours cordially, 
B. L.  Smith 
Superintendent, Greenshoro Puhlic 
Schools 
CC: Mr. D. E. Hudgins 
Mr. Dale T.  Keller 
(Copy of the Original Letter) 
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The following article appeared In the Qreensboro News-Record the week 
of March 1, 1951. 
CITY TO RENT LUTO TO HOLD WILDLIFE CLASS 
A 10-acre tract of land will he lea«ed to the city school 
system for use in studying wildlife and nature, B. L. Smith, 
superintendent of city schools, announced today. 
The land, a wooded tract located off McConnell Road, is the 
property of Dr. and Mrs. franklin McNutt.  Smith said it is being 
leased to the school system for 10 years at no cost. 
Dr. McNutt teaches at Woman's College and is associate dean 
of the graduate school of the University of North Carolina. 
Tim Warner, nublicity director of the local Junior Chamber of 
Commerce, announced that the Jaycees hare already presented the school 
system with $135 to help with maintenance of the land.   Further 
donations are scheduled to come from proceeds of the Jaycee-sponsored 
Greater Greensboro golf tournament, Warner said. 
Smith stated that the land, which contains virgin timber, will 
he used to teach water and soil conservation and will constitute a 
"living textbook" for further study of natural subjects.  The land is 
a wildlife refuge. 
Formal signing of the lease is emected to take place within 
the next few days, Dr. McNutt said. 
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March 21, 1951 
Dr. and Mrs. Franklin H. McNutt 
Woman's College of the 
University of North Carolina 
Oreenshoro, North Carolina 
Dear Dr. and Mrs. McNuttt 
1 am sending you herewith the executed lease 'between your- 
selves and the Board of Trustees of the Oreenshoro City Administrative 
School Unit. 
I am personally rery harroy over this cooperative endeavor, 
and I hooe that it proves to he immensely valuahle to the pupils of 
the Oreenshoro Schools.  I trust also that you Kill find genuine 
satisfaction In the magnlficant generosity you have exhihited in 
allowing use of your property for this educational and recreational 
project. 
Tours cordially, 
B. L. Smith 
Superintendent,   Oreenshoro Puhlic Schooli 
Enclosure 
CC: Mr. D. B. BUdgins 
Mr. Dale Heller 
(Copy of the Original Letter) 
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STATE OT NORTH CAROLINA 
OUIUORD COUNTY 
i 
THIS sun. 
Made this the 2oth day of March, 1951, ey ERANKLIN H. MCNUTT 
and wife, ERIECA 0. MCNUTT, of Oullford County, North Carolina, here- 
inafter sometimes called the Owners, to THE BOARD 05" TRUSTEES OF THE 
ORSENSTORO CITT ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT, a hody politic and corporate 
created hy act of the 19*+9 General Assembly, hereinafter sometimes 
called the Tenant, 
WTNESSETH TIATt 
The Owners herehy demise and let, and the tenant hereby hires 
and rents, a tract of land belonging to the Owners which Is situated In 
Oullford County, North Carolina, and which Is described as followst 
"REOINNINO at the northeast corner of the Intersection of 
Oullford County Road No. 5182 and the land or road to a 
sawmill, and running thence north along Oullford County 
Road No. 5182 to the edge of the timber on the north bank 
of a stream; thence east following the timber line to the 
corner of the Ross Fhipps-McNutt line; thence south to the 
road or lane to the sawmill; thence west to the wolnt of 
beginning; together with an easement for Ingress, egress, 
and regress orer the property of the Owners from Oullford 
County Road No. 5182 to the narking areas and the shelter 
on the tract of land described above; this lease being 
subject to the rcrovlsion that the log tobacco barn situated 
on this tract of land may be used Jointly by the Owners and 
the Tenant and that the other tobacco barn thereon Is 
reserved for the exclusive use of the Owners. 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD said premises, together with the privileges 
and appurtenances thereunto belonging to the Tenant for the Term and 
upon the conditions hereinafter set out. 
<* 
riRST'  Tern; termination upon notice.  The tern of this leas* shall 
he ten years from the date hereof; hat either the Owners or the Tenant 
may terminate this lease at any time upon thirty days notice to the 
other. 
SSCOHD.  Jent.  The Tenant agrees to pay the Owners as rent for the 
leased premises the sum of One Collar ($1.00) a year, payahle In 
advance. 
THIRD.  Use of leased premises.  This lease Is made to the Tenant 
In order that the leased premises may he used hy the pupils of the 
Greensboro Public Schools as nature trails anrl for nature study. 
T0UHTH.  Toilet and water facilities.  The Tenant agrees that it 
will, hy means of donations which may he made for that purpose, main- 
tain adequate toilet and water facilities on the leased premises, it 
being understood, however, that no water line is available and that 
such water facilities shall he only such as may he available from springs 
or otherwise on the premises, water from such sources to he used only 
when it meets proper standards for purity. 
In Witness Wheredf, the Owners have signed and sealed this lease and 
the Tenant has caused it to he signed In Its corporate name, attested, 
and sealed with Its corporate seal, all done by its duly authorised 
officers  In duplicate as of the date hereof. 
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(Franklin H. McHutt) 
.(!?EAL) 
(Frieda G.  Mcflutt) 
.(S^AL) 
ATTEST: 
TIT?; BOARD OF TRUSTIES  0? TEA QRJ5ENS?OR0 
CITT ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT 
Secretary 
By 
Chairman 
(Szaet Copy of Original) 
APPENDIX C 
OROAriZATIOKS AND AGENCIES 
CONCERNED WITH 7LEMENTARY SCIENCE 
This list of organisations and agencies has heen prepared with 
special emphasis on teaching materials for the nature trail on the 
elementary lerel. 
1. Federal Security Agency, U. S. Office of Education. 
Washington 25, D. C. 
Curriculum Content in Conservation for Elementary Schools 
(19^0, 79P.. 15*.) " 
Better living Through Vise Use of Resources.  (Bulletin 
1950, No. 15.) 
2. TJ. S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service and Soil 
Conservation Service, Washington 25, D. C. 
Bulletin*, films, and. transcriptions are availahle on 
request.  Write for latest list. 
3. Wildlife Resources Commission, Department of Conservation 
and Development, Raleigh, R. C. 
Consultants, films, hulletins are availahle on request. 
b.  Resource-Use Education, State Department of Public Instruc- 
tion, Raleigh, N. C. 
Consultants and teaching materials availahle on request, 
5. Rational Auduhon Society, 100 Eifth Avenue, Rev York 28, 
New York. 
Eilms, charts, and hulletins are availahle for teaching 
conservation of soil, water, plants, and wildlife. 
6. Local Scout Chapters, Boy and Oirl Scouts will have materials 
which will prove helpful on the Nature Trail. 
7. Rational Education Association, 120 H6*th Street, R.W., 
Washington 6, D. C. 
Yearbooks and. bulletins are availahle on elementary 
sciences and conservation. 
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8. Rational Wildlife Federation, 3308 lfcth Street, H. W., 
Washington, D, C. 
9* Local Red Cross Chapters, 
10. local Term  Agents or Forest Wardens. 
APPENDIX D 
SUPPLEMENTARY REf-'RENCES 
References for Children in the Intermediate Grades. 
The materials selected art generally appropriate for use in 
the upper grades of the elementary school.  Much of the material can 
he used above and helow the intermediate level. 
1. Caldwell, John C.; Bailey, James L.; and Watkins, Richard 
V. Our Land and Our Living.   Syracuse, Hew Tork: L. W. 
Singer Conroany, 19U1.  301 p. 72#. 
Simplified information about the conservation of soil, 
water, forest, minerals, and wildlife. Suggests many 
pupil activities, including outdoor projects. 
2. Charles E. Merrill Company-Little Wonder Books. Columbus, 
OhioJ  the Company.  Set of 90 in metal case, $lU.50. 
Each booklet 15*. 
Selected titles are: 
No. 3c4 Story of Seeds 
No. 105 Animal families 
No. 107 Pety 
No. 201 Early Man and  Animals 
No.  20^ Plants That  Give TJs good 
No. 207 Where Animals  Live 
No.  213 Life pjl ih£ am 
No. 301 Our Food 
No. 302 Our Clothing 
No. 303 Cur Shelter 
No. 1*07 Trees 
No. UlO  Color Protection 
No. <0l Our. Land fif Plenty 
No.  512 balance la Nature 
No. 5lU laxlZ life  OH. Earth 
No.  615 Tie Earth 
No. 607 Lumber 
3.  Deusing,  Hurl.       Soil.  Water,  and  Man.      Evanston,   Illinois: 
Row, Peterson and Company,   19to. ^7 P.  36*.       Illustrated. 
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PointB out the  relation of soil and water to man's well- 
heing and deals with the esential elements in their 
conservation. 
4. Fenton,   Can-oil L.  Wee.lack and His Neighbors.      New York: 
John Day Company,  I9I&.    128 p.^175-       Illustrated. 
Foints out the relationships of plants and ar.imale in n 
field and wood  community.       Conservation of plant and 
wildlife is incidental. 
5. Fenton,  Carroll I. gild Folk at. the Pond.    New York: 
John Day Comnany,  1Q48.  128 p.  $-.00.       Illustrated. 
Points out the relationships of plants and animals in a 
pond community. Conservation of wildlife is mentioned 
incidentally.       The hook if written in interesting style. 
6. Fenton,   Carroll L.,  and Fenton,  Mildred A. Land » T.iy*-  On. 
New York:  Douhleday,   Doran an'?  Company,  l$lili.   80 n. 
$2.50. 
Descrihes various  types of land and tells how each was 
formed.       Descrihes  the formation of mountains,  valleys, 
and rivers.       Shows how water,  either from raiu or frcm 
streams,  erodes the land and how to prevent this erosion. 
•  full-page illustration accompanies  each page  of text. 
7. Olovfer,  Katherine.       America's Minerals.    Fvanston, 
Illinois:  How,  Peterson and  Company,  191*1.  57 p. 32^. 
(Sec  "How,  Peterson and Conroany" in this list  of 
references.) 
An introduction to  the more  common minerals and methods 
of identifying them. 
8. Qolver,  Katherine.    Our American Forests:  Yesterday. 
Today.   Tomorrow.    Fvanston,   Illinois:  Row,  Peterson and 
Company,  19IU.  kB p.  32<f.       Illustrated. 
Shows how forests are destroyed  oy ovtrcutting,   overgrazing, 
and fire,    Plains how trees he]p to prevent floods,   soil 
erosion,  and depletion of water supply,  as well as give 
multiple products for daily use. 
9. Mason,   George F.       Animal Homes.    New York: William Morrow 
and Company,  I9&7.  96 p.  $2.00.       Illustrated. 
Different  types  of animtl    homes are deacrihed. 
tion of wildlife is discussed incidentally. 
Conserve- 
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10. Melrose, Mary and Others.  Nature's Bank; The Soil. 
Revised edition.  Washington, D. C.j National Wildlife 
federation, 19^. 48 p. 50*  Illustrated in color. 
(The three booklets listed here and the one by the 
same author in "References for Children in the Primary 
Grades" can be purchased as a set, four booklets for 
$1.75.) 
Presents the elements of soil conservation and suggests 
many appropriate conservation activities for children. 
11. Melrose, Mary, and Kamhly, Paul 1. Plants and Animals 
Live Together.  Revised edition.  WasHngton, D. C.: 
Etional Wildlife Federation, I9U9.  32 p. 50*. 
Illustrated. 
Oives children an insight into the unity of nature, show- 
ing how plants, animals, and man depend on one another. 
12. Melrose, Mary, and Others.  Raindrops and Muddy Rivers. 
Revised edition.  Washington, D. C.j National Wildlife 
federation, 19^9. 32 p. 50*.  Illustrated in color. 
The relation of rain and running water to soil erosion 
is simply told, and. the need for trees and other plant 
growth to hold the soil in place is emphasized. 
13. Metcalfe, June M. Cooper. The Red Metal.  New Yorkj 
Viking Press, I9W*.  104 p7T2.00. 
A useful description of this basic mineral resource and 
its major uses. 
Ik,  Myers, John Walter.  Ten Lessons in Forestry. New 
Orleans: Southern Pine Assocation, 19^8. 56 p. Single 
copy free. 
Explains how trees grow.  Shows how they affect the 
lives of people by the way they regulate soil erosion, 
climate, wildlife., recreation, and by the forest products 
they provide.  Has a section on classroom projects and 
references for the teacher. 
15. Parker, Bertha M. Plant and Animal Pirtnershlps. Row, 
Peterson and Company, 19^"." **6 p. 36*. Illustrated in 
Color. 
Shows how different plants and animals depend on one 
another.  A few of the relationships described are those 
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of 'bacteria an^ legumes in nitrogen manufacture; 
cherries and robins for food and seed distribution; 
and the pollination of flowers by bees.  Other booklets 
in this series by the same author and publisher are 
Animals of the Seashore. 19^2, 36 p., 36*. 
Animal Travels. 19*H, 36 p., 36*. 
Balance in Hature. 19^1, 36 p., 36*. 
Birds. 1951, 36 p., 36* 
Clouds. Rain, and Snow. I9UI, 36 p., 364. 
Earth; A Great Storehouse. 19,J1, 36 p., 36*. 
"Earth!B Changing Surface. 19^2, 36 p., 36*. 
Saving Our Wildlife. 19^, 36 p., 36*. 
Soil, 19^3. 36 p., 36*. . 
Trees. 19IH, 36 p., 36*. 
Vater Supnly. 19«»6, 36 p., 36*. 
ag| of the Weather. 19*1, 36 p., 36*. 
16. Teale, Edwin W. Boys' Book of Insects. New York: U. P. 
Button Company, 1939t 23? p."T2.00. 
Simply written stories about common insects, with numerous 
suggestions on how to collect and study them.  Observation 
and nhotogranhy are stressed. 
17. Vebber, Irma E. Anywhere in the 'rorld.  Hew Yorkj 
William R. Scott, 19U7. 6C~p7Tl.50.  Illustrated. 
The story of the nlant and animal adaption to the natural 
environment in which they live. 
18. Vhipple, Gertrude, and James, Preston 1.  Using Our garth. 
Hew Tork: Macmillan Company, 19k? «. $2.20.  Illustrated 
in color. 
Describe* changes in the land that have been made and are 
being made, such as making woodland into farm land. 
Explains the effects of these changes on tree cover, 
plants, animal life, soil, and waterways.  Points out 
that some of the changes are bad but offers few sugges- 
tions for constructive action. 
References for Children in the Primary Grades. 
These references are generally suitable for children in the 
primary grades.  Many of them may be used on a higher level, 
especially with children of limited background or retarded   reading 
ability. 
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1. Allen, Durward I. The Farmer and wildlife. Washington, 
D. C.j Wildlife Management Institute, 1949. 84 p. Tree 
on request. 
A basic guide to proper land use for wildlife management. 
The Illustrations are especially Interesting to younger 
children. 
2. Austin, Margot. Once Upon a Springtime.  Hew Yorkj 
Charles Scribner's Sons, I9C0. 42 p. *1.00. 
Narratives of children's springtime discoveries of new 
life among flowers, birds, and animals. 
3. Frasier, George >'., and Others.  Through The Year. 
Scientific Living Series.  Syracuse, New York: L. W. 
Singer Company, 1948.  Orade I. 128 p. $1.04. 
Conversational stories about plants, animals and other 
aspects of the natural environment designed for children 
in Orade I.  Illustrated in colors.  Tor later grades 
in primary division there are Winter Comes and floes. 
Grade II; and The Seasons Pass. Grade III. 
4. Melrose, Mary, and Kambly, Paul E. Would You Have Liked 
To Have Lived When?  Revised edition.  '■'pshington, I). C: 
National Wildlife Federation, 1949.  32 p. 50(*.  Illus- 
trated in color. 
In story form describes our resources when the first 
settlers came, shows how our land and forests have been 
wasted, and suggests things we can do to save what 
remains. 
5. Norling, Josephine, and Norllng, Truest E. Pogo's Farm 
Adventure.  New York: Eenry Folt and Company, 19^8. 
46 p. $1.50. 
Farm adventures and conservation stories that emphasize 
the value of the soil, 
6. Patch, Fdith M., and Fenton, Carroll L. Prairie Neighbors. 
New York: Macnillan Company, 194Q. ]6l p. §1.75» 
Illustrated. 
Tells sixteen stories of the animals of the Central Plains 
region, showing the relationships of the animals discussed. 
7. Patch, F/ilth M., and Fenton, Carroll L.  Forest Neighbors. 
New York; Macmlllan Company, 1938. 198 p. $1.75. 
Illustrated. 
Tells eighteen stories about the northwoods and its 
animals, showing the interrelationships of the animals 
discussed. 
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8. Patton, Lucia. The Little House on Stilts. Chicago: 
Alhert Whitman and Company, 1948. 36~rT $~1.50. Illus- 
trated. 
An Interesting example of the influence of the environ- 
ment on ways of living. 
9. Pease, Josephine Tan DolJten. This is the World. New 
York: J.  I.  Bale and Compauy,  1948.      $1.92.    Illustrated. 
Easy stories ahout land,  water,  «ir,  climate,  communication, 
and people. 
10. Pistorius,  Anna.    What Bird Is ItT      Chicago:  Wileox and 
Follett,   1945.    24 p.    $T7ob. 
Pictures and describes 23 common hirde. 
11. Pistoriue,  Anna.       What Butterfly Is ItT      Chicago: 
Wileox and Follett Company,  1949.       25 p.    $1.25.    Illus- 
trated in color. 
A children's guide to the ordinary species of butterflies. 
12. Schneider,  Herman,  and   Schneider,  Nina.       Let's Find Out. 
New York:  William R.   Scott, 1946.    38 p.    $1.50.     Illus- 
trated. 
Questions and directions for simplf  experiments    related 
to the-dally environment. 
APPENDIX E 
MATERIALS POP TEACHEBS 
These materials have 'been selected tc give the elementary 
teacher the neceeeary science informatior. for the nature trail at 
a nominal cost. 
1. The Golden Nature Guides. puhlished hy Simon and 
Schuster, New York. 
These guides include hooks on hirds, flowers, insects, 
trees, and mammals.  The guides present plants and 
animals which heginners all over the country have the 
greatest chance of seeing.  These guides are recommended 
for the teacher and the elementary student.  (Price per 
guide $1.00). Correlated filmetrips are avftilahle. 
2. JJy. Land Your Land Conservation Series, puhlished hy the 
National Wildlife Federation, Inc. Washington, D. C. 
includes the following hooklets:  (Cost - free). 
Would You Like to Have Lived When?  (Grades k,  5, A 6). 
Raindrops and Muddy Rivers.  (Grades k,  $,  A 6), 
Plants and Animals Live Together.  (Grades 5. 6, A A). 
Nature's Pank - The Soil.   (Grades 6, 7, A 8). 
3. Plough, Glenn 0. and Plackwood, Paul E.  Teaching 
Elementary Science. Bulletin 19^8, No. k  Washington, 
D. C. Federal Security Agency, Superintendent of 
Documents, U. S. Printing Office, 19^. ^0 p. 
The hulletin contains many valuable suggestions for the 
elementary teacher.  Price \$i. 
k. The Random Fou6e one-dollar nature series are recommended 
for teacher and student. The following titles have heen 
puhlished: 
American Trees 
American SongMrds 
American Waterolrds 
American Butterflies and Moths 
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5. Singer Science flews,  published by the L.  W.   Singer Company, 
Inc.     2^9-259 West Brie Boulevard,   Syracuse 2, flew York. 
The Singer Science flews 1B released each school month. 
Valuable aide for the elementary science teacher are 
presented In each  Issue.       It  is free and a "nast" for 
science teachers. 
6. Price,  Betty, Adventuring In Nature,   flew Tork, National 
Recreation Association,  1939.     96 p. 
Adventuring In Nature  is a complete treatise of nature 
activities with emphasis on camping and recreation for 
the adult.       It is an excellent   source for nature games, 
music,  art,   drama,  and clubs.     (Price 6ol). 
7. Peterson,   Roger T.      A Held Guide to Birds,  New Tork, 
Houghton Ki"flin Company.       (Price $3.50). 
8. Church and Dwight Company, Inc. 
Tork, New Tork. 
70 Pine Street, New 
Ask for their bird pictures sets.  (Free). 
9. Hillcourt, William.  Field Book of Nature Activities. 
Putnam Sons, flew Tork, 1950. 
10. Common Borest Trees of florth Carolina. Raleigh, florth 
Carolina.  Department of Conservation and Development, 
19^. 88 p. 
This oamphlet is free and should be on the desk of all 
science teachers in North Carolina. 
11. Donat, Win. Our Wildlife and Its Wise Use.  Raleigh, 
North Carolina.  Wildlife Resource Commission. 
The florth Carolina Wildlife Commission will furnish 
consultants, films, charts, »nd various pamphlets on 
request.  This service is free. 
12. National Bducation Association, American Association of 
School Administrators.  Conservation Bducation In 
American Schools.  29th Tearbook, Washington, D. C. 
The Association, 1951• 527 p. 
APPENDIX F 
AUDIO VI?T7AI MATERIALS 
The  material* listed indicate the grade levels,  length of 
film,  producer,  black and white or color.      No attempt  is made to 
describe the film content.      Producers'  catalogs are available and 
the teacher must first preview the films and Audition the transcription 
"before using them in the classroom.       The audio-visual materials 
listed have been evaluated by teachers for use in the preparation or 
followwup activities of the nature trail. 
I. 16 MM Sound Films* 
1. Ants 
2. Autumn On the farm 
3. Birds in Winter 
h.  Birds Of The Countryside 
5.  Bird8 Of the Docryard 
E3F lr BWI 
HBTlr CPI 
Coronet lr CPI 
Coronet lr CPI 
Coronet lr CPI 
♦Key 
EBP - Encyclopedia Britannica Films,  Wilmette,   Illinois. 
Coronet - Coronet Films,  Inc., Chicago, Illinois. 
US - United States Agriculture Department 
CW - Churchill-Vexler,  Hollywood,   California. 
TA - Young America Films,  New York City, New York. 
lr - One reel,   eleven minutes. 
BW - Black and  White 
C    - Color 
P - Primary (grades 1, 2, and 3) 
I - Intermediate level (grades h,  5, and 6) 
I 
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6. Birds of the Woodland* Coronet lr CPI 
7. Butterflies IBF lr BWI 
8. Camouflage in Fsture 
Color 
Through Fora And 
Coronet lr CPI 
9. Camouflage in Nature 
Pattern Matching 
Through Torm And 
~ Coronet lr CPI 
10. Common Animals of the foods E3F lr BWI 
11. Everyman's Enroire US lr CI 
12. Pive Colorful Birds Coronet lr CPI 
13. Fungus Plants EBP lr BWI 
14. Gray Squirrel EBF lr BWP 
15. Honey Bee EBP lr BWP 
16. How Animals Defend Themselves TA lr BWPI 
17. How Animals Bat TA lr BWPI 
18. How Animals Move EBP lr BWI 
19. Leaves EBP lr BWI 
20. Life Cycle of Mosqultc EBP lr BWI 
21. Life in a Pond EBP lr Bfl 
22. Life  in an Aquarium EBF lr BWI 
23. Moths EBP lr BWI 
24. Our Animal Neighbors Coronet lr BWI 
25. Red-Winded Blackbird Coronet lr BWI 
26. Ruby-Throated Hummingbird Coronet lr CPI 
27. Rohin Redbreast EBP lr BWPI 
28. Seasonal   Changes  in Trees Coronet lr CPI 
29. Seed Dispersal EBP lr BWI 
30. Snapping Turtle Coronet lr CPI 
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31. Snake* 
32. Spiders 
33. Spring on the Tarm 
JU-,  Summer on the BMH| 
35. Thrushes and Relatives 
36. Timber and Totem Poles 
37. Winter on the Tan 
38. Wonders  in a Country Stream 
39. Wonders  in Tour Own Backyard 
^0.  Work of Running Water 
41. Tours is the Land 
Coronet lr CP1 
EBT lr BWI 
TCB7 lr CPI 
•ffiBF lr CPI 
EBF lr BWPI 
US lr CPI 
2BT lr CPI 
CW lr CPI 
CW lr CPI 
EBF lr BWI 
EB? 2r CI 
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II.  Filrastrips* 
1. Animals to Know 
2. Balance Amon^ Living Things 
3. Bl.Pl Hests 
h. Butterflies 
5. Common Animal a of Wood a 
6. Terns and  Horaetalla 
7. Presh Water Shellfi3h 
8. Fresh Water Turtles 
9. Progs.  Toada.  and   Salamanders 
10. Pray Squirrel 
11. Growing of the Butterfly 
12. growing TTp of the Toad 
13. Helping the Birds 
I**-.  Hoae Tor Water Plants 
15.  How Animals Are Protected 
HP BWP 
STB BWI 
SVE BWI 
Stlllfllma CPI 
SBF BWI 
SVE BWI 
JH CI 
' JH CI 
JH CI 
EBP BWPI 
SVE BWI 
SVE BWI 
JH BWI 
JH CI 
SVE BWI 
♦Key 
HP - How, Peterson Company 
Stlllfllms - Stlllfllm Inc.,  Hollywood,  California 
SVE - Society For Study of Visual Education 
CTP - Encyclopedia Britannica Films 
JH - Jam Handy 
Singer - L.  W.  Singer Company 
V,  S. - United States Department o' Agriculture 
TA - Toung America 
BW - Black and White 
C - Color 
P - Primary (grades 1, 2, and 3) 
I - Intermediate (grades k,  $,  and 6) 
no 
16. Hovf Aninwls Get Air SVE BWI 
17. How Animals Protect Themselves STB BWI 
18. How Some Animals Get food SVE BWI 
19. How Birds Serve Han JH BWI 
20. How Rocks Are formed SVE BWI 
21. How Things in the World Change STB BWI 
22. How Toung Birds (Jet Food JH BWI 
23. Insect Pests SVE BWI 
2k. Insects - Beetles, Butterflies and 
Moths SVE BWI 
25. Insects - Transformations SVE BWI 
26. Life in Ponds JH CI 
27. Life of the Swallowtail Butterfly SVE BWI 
28. Living Things Singer CPI 
29. Moths SVE BWI 
30. Mushrooms SVE BWI 
31. Nature Pets SVE BWI 
32. Our Earth, is Changing SVE BWI 
33. Parts of a Flowering Plant SVE BWI 
3". Saving the Soil SVE BWI 
35. Small Fresh Water Animals JH CI 
36. Soil SVE BWI 
37. Some Insect Life Histories SVE BWI 
38. Some Nesting Birds SVE BWPI 
39. Some Sr>lder« SVE BWPI 
*K>. Some Squirrels SVE BWPI 
Ill 
41. Some Wild Flowers 
42. Spiders 
43. Story of Earth We Pind In Rocks 
44. Structure of Birds 
45. Summer Wild 71overs 
46. Telling Trees Apart 
SVE BVPI 
STE BWPI 
STE BWPI 
JH B'tt 
STE BWPI 
HP CPI 
SLIDES -2x2 
47. Snakes and a Turtle 
48. Soil. Conservation Service 
49. Birds In Color (Set 1-8) 
50. Pictures of Animals 
51. Pictures of Birds 
52. Pictures of Insects 
STE CPI 
US CI 
TA CPI 
STE CPI 
STE CPI 
STE CPI 
III. Records 
1. American Bird Songs. ?2 songs on 6 double disc records 
(73 rpm).  Recorded by Albert R. Brand Bird Song 
Foundation, Laboratory of Ornithology, Cornell Univer- 
sity, Comstock Publishing Company.  Ithaca, New York. 
2, The Silent Siren.  A series of 13 radio programs 
produced by the Communication Center, University of 
North Carolina and cooperating state agencies. Material 
is available in 78 rpm or 33i transcription discs. 
Program sponsored by the Department of Conservation 
and Development are of soecial interest to this study. 
IT. Transcriptions 
Transcriptions suitable for broadcast purposes may he 
obtained from the U. S. Office of Education, Script and 
Transcription Exchange, Washington, D. C.  The programs 
are produced hy the Department of Interior and the 
Agriculture Department.  Transcriptions require play- 
back equipment having a turntable speed of 33i rpm. 
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A. Life For Wildlife Series..  Twelve fifteen-minute 
programs produced 'by the United States Department of 
Interior In cooperation with the Wildlife Management 
Institute. 
P. This Land We Defend.  Ten programs.  Sunning time 
fifteen minutes.  Produced hy the Soil Conservation 
Service. 
C. Bill Scott - Forest Banger.  Twelve programs of fifteen 
minutes each.  Produced by the TJew Tork City Board of 
Education and the Forest Service. 
D. Man Is a Slant.  A half-hour nrogram on Poulder Dam. 
Produced hy the Demrtment of Interior. 
V. Audio-Visual Source Materials 
A. Directories and Guides. 
1. Baxhurst, Effie 0.   Conservation films in El erne n»« 
tary Schools.   Pulletin Nunioer ~T~,      Washington, 
D. C.t U. S. Office of Education, Pederal Security 
Agency, 19M.  38 p. 10«*. 
2. Broderich, Gertrude Q. Catalog of Badlo Recordings. 
Washington, D. C.s TJ. S. Office of Education, Pederal 
Security Agency, undated.  61 p. Free. 
3. Cooke, Dorothy P., and Holder*, Xatherlne M., com- 
■oilers.  Education Film Guide.  Ninth Edition. 
New Tork: H. W. Wilson Comnnny, 1950.  (Complied 
annually). 
4. Cooke, Dorothy E., and Holden, Katherine M., com- 
pilers.  Educatlonal Fi3 metrip Guide.  New Tork: 
H. W. Wilson Cornnany, 1950.  (Compiled annually). 
5. Education Screen Compiler.  The Plue Pock of Films. 
Chicago.  Educational Screen, \ffl*       (Compiled 
annually). 
A compilation of all 16 mm instructional and enter- 
tainment films. 
6. Horkheimer, Mary F., and Diffor, John W., compilers. 
Education Guide to Free Films and Educational Guide 
to free filmstrips.  Randolph, Wisconsin: Educators 
Progress Service, 1951• $5«00. 
113 
A listing of all sponsored films and filmstrlps by 
titles and subjects with a brief description and 
loan terns* 
7. library of Congress, Motion Picture Division, compiler. 
Qulde to United States government Motion Pictures. 
Washington, D. C: Superintendent of Documents, Govern- 
ment Printing Office, 1950,  2o8 p. 50*. 
8. North Carolina Department of Conservation and Develop- 
ment, Balelgh, North Carolina. 
Two conservation films are helng -produced hy the 
Resource-Use Education and the Wildlife Division with 
emphasis on forest. Boil and wildlife of North Carolina. 
The films will he released during 1951.  Titles have 
not been seVcted.  Write Dr. Eichard Weaver, Program 
Director, Resource-Use 'Education, Stale Department of 
Public Instruction, Raleigh, North Carolina for 
further information. 
I 
B. Audio-Visual Magazines. 
1. Thp Audio-Visual  Guide, published  by Education and 
Brcreational Guides,   Inc.,  Newark,  New Jersey. 
2. The Educational  Screen,  published by The Educational 
Screen,   Inc.,  Chicago,   Illinois. 
3. See and Hear, published by See and  Hear,   Inc.,  Chicago, 
Illinois. 
113 
A lifting of all sponsored films and filmstrips hy 
titles and suhjects with a 'brief description and 
loan terns. 
7. Library of Congress, Motion Picture Division, compiler. 
Guide to United States Government Motion Pictures. 
Washington, D. C.i Superintendent of Documents, Govern- 
■ent Printing Office, 1950,  2o8 p. 50*. 
8. Forth Carolina Department of Conservation and Develop- 
ment, Raleigh, North Carolina. 
Two conservation films are heing produced by the 
Resource-Use Education and the Wildlife Division with 
emphasis on forest, soil and wildlife of North Carolina. 
The films will he released during 1951.  Titles have 
not hern selected.  Write Dr. Richard Weaver, Program 
Director, Resource-Use Education, Stale Department of 
Public Instruction, Paleign, Nor^h Carolina for 
further information. 
B. Audio-Visual Magazines. 
1. The Audio-Visual Guide, puhlished hy Education and 
Recreational Guides, Inc., Newark, New Jersey. 
2. The Educational Screen, puhlished hy The Educational 
Screen, Inc., Chicago, Illinois. 
3. See and Hear, puhlished hy See and Hear, Inc., Chicago, 
Illinois. 
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